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✓  Low-x QCD phenomenology  
 
     Measurements: hard QCD cross sections in the forward region 
 
     Theory issues: Parton saturation, non-linear QCD evolution, small-x (u)PDFs,  
     quarkonia production mechanisms, kt-factorisation, multi-parton scattering,  
     factorisation-breaking effects, testing ground for UHE CRs interactions in the atmosphere …  

✓  Elastic pp scattering and hard/soft diffraction 
 
     Measurements: Total pp cross section, hard diffraction cross sections (heavy-Q, di-jets,  
     Drell-Yan, vector bosons, quarkonia) and exclusive photoproduction (with forward p/n tagging)  
 
     Theory issues: Pomeron structure, long-range fluctuations, diffractive factorisation  
     breaking, color-screening effects, initial-state interactions, intrinsic heavy flavor,  
     hadronisation, nucleon tomography, quarkonia production mechanisms, UE structure …  

✓  Central exclusive particle production and New Physics phenomenology  
 
     Measurements: CEP cross sections with two LRGs and two tagged protons  
 
     Theory issues: QCD mechanism for CEP and gap survival, spin-parity analyser, 
     search for new (e.g. di-photon) resonances, Higgs partners, composite sector, Dark Matter  
     and anomalous gauge couplings studies in clean environment …

Forward Physics: theory topics



Probing low-x gluon: forward Drell-Yan

   asymmetric kinematics x1 >> x2 
   probing small-x2 gluons and large-x1 quarks 
   strong effects from small-x resummation 
   for small mass: multiple scattering/higher twists 

       affecting low-x PDFs determination 
   sensitivity to primordial quark kT
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Forward Physics prospects for UHE CRs

   forward energy spectrum 
   forward multiplicity distributions 
   nuclear effects 
   inelastic cross section 
   soft QCD fluctuations

CR measurements are expected to provide:
   CRs spectrum 
   composition 
   sources distribution

Indirect probes

Forward physics issues:

Dominate theoretical uncertainties of  
MC simulations of air showers

mean depth of shower maximum number of muons at ground

Forward LHC (e.g. LHCf)  
measurements 

provide important means  
for constraining hadron  

interaction models
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Fig. 2. Selected quantities that can be derived from the fully differential two-quark correlation function H(k, P,∆) defined
in (1). Double arrows marked by “FT” denote a Fourier transform between ∆ and b or between k and z. Fractions of plus-
momentum (commonly called “longitudinal momentum fractions”) are written as x = k+/P+ and 2ξ = −∆+/P+. The invariant
momentum transfer can be expressed in terms of longitudinal and transverse variables as ∆2 = −(4ξ2m2 +∆

2)/(1− ξ2). Only
kinematic arguments of the functions are given, while the scales introduced by ultraviolet renormalisation (µ) of by the regulation
of rapidity divergences (ζ) are suppressed. As discussed in the text, the integrals

!
dk− and

!
d2k cannot be taken literally but

must be supplemented with a regularisation procedure.

where “average” and “difference” refer to the right and
left hand sides of figure 1, or equivalently to the light-cone
wave function ψ and its conjugate ψ∗.

After these general considerations, we can take a closer
look at the different distributions that can be obtained
from the general two-quark correlation function in (1). A
selection of them is shown in figure 2. Let us start at the
top of the hierarchy.

1. In the forward limit ∆ = 0, parton correlation func-
tions that are not integrated over any component of k
(called “doubly” or “fully unintegrated” distributions)
have been discussed in the context of evolution at small
x [6] and with the aim of having an exact descrip-
tion of final-state kinematics [7,8]. Under the name of
“beam functions”, they have also been introduced in
soft-collinear effective theory (SCET) for the resum-
mation of large logarithms in observables sensitive to
the proton remnants (called “beam jets”) [9,10,11].
In that case, distributions differential in k− but inte-
grated over k are referred to as beam functions as well.
The considerations in [6] and [9,10,11] focus on the re-
gion of large parton virtuality k2 and compute the un-
integrated distributions in terms of conventional par-
ton distribution functions (PDFs), an aspect we will
discuss in more detail for TMDs in section 4.
A detailed analysis of factorisation with unintegrated
distributions has been given for semi-inclusive deep in-
elastic scattering (SIDIS) in [8]. For hadron-hadron

collisions there are strong arguments that this type
of factorisation generically fails, due to soft gluon ex-
change between the spectator partons in each hadron
[12,13]. In kinematics referred to as the Glauber re-
gion, these soft interactions “tie together” the two had-
rons in a way that prevents one from describing the
non-perturbative dynamics by matrix elements that
pertain to only one hadron and not to both. To estab-
lish factorisation, one has to show that (after appro-
priate approximations) gluon exchange in the Glauber
region cancels in the observable at hand.
Not being integrated over any momentum component,
parton correlation functions retain manifest Lorentz
invariance (provided that one is careful not to forget
auxiliary vectors required for their field theoretical def-
inition). They can therefore be used to classify and
relate different distributions that descend from them.
Examples are given in [14] for ∆ = 0 and in [15] for
∆ ̸= 0.

2. Wigner distributions depend on the average momen-
tum and the average position of the quark. From the
uncertainty principle it is clear that they cannot rep-
resent joint probabilities in these two variables, but
integrating over any one of them, one obtains a prob-
ability in the other.
The most straightforward interpretation of these dis-
tributions is in the forward limit ξ = 0 of longitu-
dinal momentum. Integrating the Wigner distribution

Nucleon tomography: phase space distributions

Figure from Ref. 
M. Diehl, arXiv: 1512.01328
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of which is strongly restricted by rotational invariance).
Several GPDs and TMDs describe specific spin-orbit cor-
relations at the parton level and are sensitive to parton or-
bital angular momentum, which is a crucial ingredient in
describing how the overall spin of the nucleon arises from
its constituents. In section 5 we make some comments on
this topic, which is reviewed in detail in a dedicated con-
tribution to this volume [1].

For definiteness, we will mostly consider distributions
for quarks and antiquarks in the following. Gluon distribu-
tions can be discussed in close analogy, with appropriate
adaptions.

2 Space-time and momentum structure

In this section we review the variables on which differ-
ent kinds of parton distributions depend. This will allow
us to see how the different distributions are related to
each other. Any process that probes partons inside a nu-
cleon singles out a particular direction, providing a phys-
ical distinction between “longitudinal” and “transverse”.
This is naturally implemented in the parton model, where
one chooses a reference frame in which the hadron un-
der consideration moves fast. One is however not limited
to this choice: parton distributions are defined in a co-
variant way, and one can also discuss them in the hadron
rest frame. Of course, the process probing the parton still
singles out a particular direction in that frame, so that
transverse and longitudinal directions play different roles.
Thus, the information one can gain about partons in the
proton inevitably breaks manifest three-dimensional rota-
tion invariance. For definiteness, we will in the following
consider a reference frame in which the hadron moves fast
in the positive z direction (exactly or approximately). A
suitable set of coordinates is then given by the light-cone
coordinates v± = (v0 ± v3)/

√
2 and the transverse com-

ponents v = (v1, v2) of a given four-vector v.
A two-parton correlation function for quarks is defined

as the matrix element of a bilinear quark field operator
between proton states:

H(k, P,∆) = (2π)−4

!
d4z eizk

×
"
p(P + 1

2∆)|q̄(− 1
2z)Γ q(12z)|p(P − 1

2∆)
#
. (1)

The Dirac matrix Γ selects the twist1 and the parton spin
degrees of freedom, and we have omitted labels for the
proton spin state. For the moment we put aside field the-
oretical issues such as the regularisation and renormalisa-
tion of the operator and the insertion of a Wilson line be-
tween the two quark quark fields. The parton and proton
momenta are shown in figure 1. Notice that the on-shell
condition for the proton states results in the conditions
P∆ = 0 and 4P 2 + ∆2 = 4m2, where here and in the
following m denotes the proton mass.

1 There are several – slightly different – definitions of the
term “twist”. We will not expand on this topic here and refer
to [2] for a detailed discussion.

While H(k, P,∆) is a smooth function of ∆, the cases
where this momentum transfer is zero or not correspond
to distinct physical situations:

1. In the forward limit ∆ = 0 the function appears in
the cross section of inclusive processes. Glossing over
complications from confinement, one may insert a com-
plete set |X⟩⟨X | of states between the fields q̄ and q
in the matrix element (1). This gives essentially the
amplitude A for emitting a quark or antiquark from
the proton, with a system of spectator partons X left
behind, multiplied by the conjugate A∗ of that ampli-
tude as required for the computation of a cross sec-
tion. The representation as a squared amplitude A∗A
opens the possibility to interpret certain forward dis-
tributions as probability densities in the sense of quan-
tum mechanics. Taken literally, this interpretation no
longer holds after the regularisation and renormalisa-
tion already mentioned, but if taken with due caution
it remains a valuable guide for physical intuition.
We note that in the forward limit, it is convenient to
take a frame where P = 0, so that the proton moves
exactly along the z axis.

2. In non-forward kinematics ∆ ̸= 0 the function appears
in the amplitude of exclusive reactions, with an incom-
ing proton of momentum P−∆/2 and an outgoing one
of momentum P +∆/2. The functions in this case are
often called “generalised”.

In physical observables, the correlation function (1) typ-
ically is integrated over one or more components of the
four-momentum k. Let us review this step by step.

1. After an integral over k−, the quark and antiquark
fields are evaluated at z+ = 0. This admits a very
elegant interpretation in the framework of light-cone
quantisation: quark fields are quantised at light-cone
time z+ = 0, where they obey the anticommutation
relations for free fields and have a Fourier decomposi-
tion in terms of creation and annihilation operators for
quarks and antiquarks. This may be seen as the field
theory implementation of the parton model, where par-
tons are regarded as quasi-free just before they are
probed in a physical process. The parton states cre-
ated or annihilated by the fields have positive plus-
momentum, so that depending on the respective signs
of k+ −∆+/2 and k+ +∆+/2, the matrix element in
figure 1 describes the emission and reabsorption of a
quark, the emission and reabsorption of an antiquark,
or (for ∆+ ̸= 0 only) the emission or absorption of a
quark-antiquark pair (see figure 3 below). At z+ = 0,
the representation of the parton correlation function as

k − 1
2∆ k + 1

2∆

P − 1
2∆ P + 1

2∆

Fig. 1. Momentum assignments in the general quark correla-
tion function (1).
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1D tomography: Parton distribution function (PDF)

Probability distribution of quarks and gluons with 
longitudinal momentum fraction  

The nucleon is much more complicated!
Partons also have transverse momentum 
and are spread in impact parameter space

1D tomography: Parton distribution function (PDF)

Probability distribution of quarks and gluons with 
longitudinal momentum fraction  

The nucleon is much more complicated!
Partons also have transverse momentum 
and are spread in impact parameter space

What do we know about the nucleon? It is a complicated object!
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Fig. 2. Selected quantities that can be derived from the fully differential two-quark correlation function H(k, P,∆) defined
in (1). Double arrows marked by “FT” denote a Fourier transform between ∆ and b or between k and z. Fractions of plus-
momentum (commonly called “longitudinal momentum fractions”) are written as x = k+/P+ and 2ξ = −∆+/P+. The invariant
momentum transfer can be expressed in terms of longitudinal and transverse variables as ∆2 = −(4ξ2m2 +∆

2)/(1− ξ2). Only
kinematic arguments of the functions are given, while the scales introduced by ultraviolet renormalisation (µ) of by the regulation
of rapidity divergences (ζ) are suppressed. As discussed in the text, the integrals

!
dk− and

!
d2k cannot be taken literally but

must be supplemented with a regularisation procedure.

where “average” and “difference” refer to the right and
left hand sides of figure 1, or equivalently to the light-cone
wave function ψ and its conjugate ψ∗.

After these general considerations, we can take a closer
look at the different distributions that can be obtained
from the general two-quark correlation function in (1). A
selection of them is shown in figure 2. Let us start at the
top of the hierarchy.

1. In the forward limit ∆ = 0, parton correlation func-
tions that are not integrated over any component of k
(called “doubly” or “fully unintegrated” distributions)
have been discussed in the context of evolution at small
x [6] and with the aim of having an exact descrip-
tion of final-state kinematics [7,8]. Under the name of
“beam functions”, they have also been introduced in
soft-collinear effective theory (SCET) for the resum-
mation of large logarithms in observables sensitive to
the proton remnants (called “beam jets”) [9,10,11].
In that case, distributions differential in k− but inte-
grated over k are referred to as beam functions as well.
The considerations in [6] and [9,10,11] focus on the re-
gion of large parton virtuality k2 and compute the un-
integrated distributions in terms of conventional par-
ton distribution functions (PDFs), an aspect we will
discuss in more detail for TMDs in section 4.
A detailed analysis of factorisation with unintegrated
distributions has been given for semi-inclusive deep in-
elastic scattering (SIDIS) in [8]. For hadron-hadron

collisions there are strong arguments that this type
of factorisation generically fails, due to soft gluon ex-
change between the spectator partons in each hadron
[12,13]. In kinematics referred to as the Glauber re-
gion, these soft interactions “tie together” the two had-
rons in a way that prevents one from describing the
non-perturbative dynamics by matrix elements that
pertain to only one hadron and not to both. To estab-
lish factorisation, one has to show that (after appro-
priate approximations) gluon exchange in the Glauber
region cancels in the observable at hand.
Not being integrated over any momentum component,
parton correlation functions retain manifest Lorentz
invariance (provided that one is careful not to forget
auxiliary vectors required for their field theoretical def-
inition). They can therefore be used to classify and
relate different distributions that descend from them.
Examples are given in [14] for ∆ = 0 and in [15] for
∆ ̸= 0.

2. Wigner distributions depend on the average momen-
tum and the average position of the quark. From the
uncertainty principle it is clear that they cannot rep-
resent joint probabilities in these two variables, but
integrating over any one of them, one obtains a prob-
ability in the other.
The most straightforward interpretation of these dis-
tributions is in the forward limit ξ = 0 of longitu-
dinal momentum. Integrating the Wigner distribution

3D tomography:
Generalized parton distributions (GPD)

Fourier transform 

Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering (DVCS) 

distribution of partons in impact parameter space

Partons also experience a transverse  
motion at a given impact parameter!



Accessing the gluon Wigner from exclusive dijets in UPC
Y. Hagiwara, Y. Hatta, RP, M. Tasevsky, O. Teryaev,  

PRD 96, 034009 (2017)
WW photon spectrum

LRG

jet 1

jet 2

photon-target diffractive amplitude

Photon-target cross section:

Nucleus-target cross section:

“Elliptic”“Isotropic”

Separate measurements 
of A and B  

full information 
about the gluon Wigner!

photon flux



Diffraction: theory vs experiment

✓  The definition of diffraction is not unique

’Ancient history’

Regge theory/phenomenology:
total/inclusive cross-sections
exchange of IPomeron (vacuum q.n.)

elastic single double IP inelastic
scattering diÆraction exchange scattering

dN/dy

y

dN/dy

y

Rapidity y =
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ln

E+pz
E°pz

º ° ln tan

µ
2

= ¥ pseudorapidity

DiÆraction defined by leading proton
and/or large rapidity gap !

Birth of hard diÆraction

Ingelman-Schlein, Phys. Lett. 1985
Introduce hard scale to probe parton level

Monte Carlo model with eÆective
IP flux fIP/p(xIP , t)
IP parton densities fq,g/IP (z, Q2

)

) dæ ª fIP/p fq,g/IP fq,g/p dæ̂
pert. QCD

Predictions:
jets etc. in diÆractive pp̄ events

diÆractive DIS

) basis for UA8 experiment . . .

G. Ingelman: ‘Hard diÆraction - 20 years later’, Lepton-photon symposium 2005 2

slide from Per Grafstrom
( ATLAS)

slide from Per Grafstrom
( ATLAS)

   intact protons and/or rapidity 
       gaps (no hadron activity) 

   gap definition

✓  QCD modelling of diffraction is a major problem

mapping is not one to one!

   fluctuations during the hadronisation process  
       (protons from recombination? gap size?) 

   low vs high mass diffractive dissociation 
   soft vs hard Pomeron 
   hard-soft factorisation breaking, etc

huge sensitivity to details!

8

“The diffractive process is caused by t-channel 
Pomeron exchange i.e. by the exchange 

corresponding to the rightmost singularity in the 
complex angular momentum plane with vacuum 

quantum numbers..” A. Martin

peripheral phenomenon!



Soft Pomeron
1

2

3

4

ts

Rise in total and elastic CS: “discovery” of Pomeron!

named after Pomeranchuk

Albrow, Coughlin, Forshaw, Prog.Part.Nucl.Phys 65 (2010) 149
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three-body amplitude. We should stress that the pomeron is not a real particle and pomeron-
induced cross sections are not directly measurable; however they are useful constructs. Going one

step further, we can rewrite Eq. (2.6) as
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and ⇠ is the fractional energy lost by the beam particle A, i.e. M2

X = ⇠s. This approach describes

very well the HERA data on single di↵raction dissociation, albeit with a pomeron trajectory that

di↵ers from that in Eq. (2.5). In particular the t-dependence is consistent with a flat trajectory [9].
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Figure 3: (a) Diagram for double pomeron exchange. (b) The corresponding cut diagram in the
limit of large MX .

The study of double pomeron exchange (DIPE), illustrated in Fig. 3, has a long history [6,

7, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27]. In the Regge framework, such exchanges are responsible for

the CEP process, and we may write the cross section for A+B ! A+X +B in terms of the total
cross section for two pomerons to fuse, producing the central system X, �IPIP :

d�

dt
1

dt
2

d⇠
1

d⇠
2

= fIP/A(⇠1, t1)fIP/B(⇠2, t2) �IPIP (M
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, t
2

) . (2.9)

Again, the ⇠i are the fractional energy losses, and kinematics fixes M2

X = ⇠
1

⇠
2

s. We shall return to

this formula for DIPE in Sections 4–6.

Eq. (2.7) and Eq. (2.9) clearly exhibit Regge factorization and the similarity to the two-

photon production case is striking - the pomeron flux playing the role of the Weiszäcker-Williams

flux in the case of photons (e.g. see Ref. [28]). Unfortunately Regge theory does not tell us how to

compute the cross section �IPIP (MX , t
1

, t
2

), although it does predict the behaviour for large MX .

So, although we have a model for the rapidity dependence of the central system, we are not able
to predict the overall production rate without further model dependence. Furthermore, we should
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X = ⇠s. This approach describes

very well the HERA data on single di↵raction dissociation, albeit with a pomeron trajectory that

di↵ers from that in Eq. (2.5). In particular the t-dependence is consistent with a flat trajectory [9].
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Figure 3: (a) Diagram for double pomeron exchange. (b) The corresponding cut diagram in the
limit of large MX .

The study of double pomeron exchange (DIPE), illustrated in Fig. 3, has a long history [6,

7, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27]. In the Regge framework, such exchanges are responsible for

the CEP process, and we may write the cross section for A+B ! A+X +B in terms of the total
cross section for two pomerons to fuse, producing the central system X, �IPIP :

d�

dt
1
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2

d⇠
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d⇠
2

= fIP/A(⇠1, t1)fIP/B(⇠2, t2) �IPIP (M
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X , t
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, t
2

) . (2.9)

Again, the ⇠i are the fractional energy losses, and kinematics fixes M2

X = ⇠
1

⇠
2

s. We shall return to

this formula for DIPE in Sections 4–6.

Eq. (2.7) and Eq. (2.9) clearly exhibit Regge factorization and the similarity to the two-

photon production case is striking - the pomeron flux playing the role of the Weiszäcker-Williams

flux in the case of photons (e.g. see Ref. [28]). Unfortunately Regge theory does not tell us how to

compute the cross section �IPIP (MX , t
1

, t
2

), although it does predict the behaviour for large MX .

So, although we have a model for the rapidity dependence of the central system, we are not able
to predict the overall production rate without further model dependence. Furthermore, we should
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Thus we see that if the pomeron intercept ↵IP (0) > 1 the total cross section rises with energy, in

accord with the data. Conversely, the contributions of any Regge poles with ↵IR(0) < 1 (such as

those containing the ⇢ and ⇡) become negligible at su�ciently high energy.

One might hope that the properties of Regge poles, i.e. their intercepts and couplings,
would emerge from calculations based on QCD. To an extent that is what happens. For example,
the gluon is known to “reggeize” to a simple Regge pole in perturbative QCD after re-summing to

all orders in ↵s ln(s) (see for example Ref. [3] and references therein). However, calculations are

generally plagued by the need to focus on processes at short distances, where perturbation theory
is valid, and total hadronic cross sections certainly do not fall into that class. It is also far from
clear that amplitudes are dominated by a single Regge pole at high energies, although there is some

indication that this is so in the case of hadron-hadron elastic scattering at small (but not too small)

values of t [11, 12]. In that case, fits to data suggest the existence of a pomeron with intercept

↵IP (t) ⇡ ↵IP (0) + ↵0
IP t ⇡ 1.08 + (0.25 GeV�2) t. (2.5)

More recent analyses suggest that a global fit to all soft data from the ISR, Spp̄S and Tevatron may

require a pomeron with a higher intercept and substantial screening corrections (see for example

Refs. [13, 14, 15] and references therein).
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Regge theory is not restricted to the consideration of elastic scattering amplitudes. A

reggeon calculus can be developed, and used to tackle processes such as those illustrated in Fig. 2(a)

and Fig. 3(a). Again the dotted lines represent pomerons, and pomeron dominance is presumed to

pertain if the relevant sub-energies are large enough, i.e. �yAX >⇠ 3 in Fig. 2(a) and�yAX ,�yBX >⇠ 3

in Fig. 3(a), where �yAX is the rapidity interval between A and X (and similarly for �yBX). For

the single di↵ractive dissociation process represented in Fig. 2(a) one may write [16, 17]
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and we are invited to think of �BIP (M2

X , t) as the total cross section for BIP scattering at energy

MX . It is to be noted that the normalization of �BIP (M2

X , t) is a matter of convention. Provided

MX is su�ciently large, we expect that it is itself driven by pomeron exchange and �BIP (M2

X , t) /
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and ⇠ is the fractional energy lost by the beam particle A, i.e. M2

X = ⇠s. This approach describes

very well the HERA data on single di↵raction dissociation, albeit with a pomeron trajectory that

di↵ers from that in Eq. (2.5). In particular the t-dependence is consistent with a flat trajectory [9].
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7, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27]. In the Regge framework, such exchanges are responsible for

the CEP process, and we may write the cross section for A+B ! A+X +B in terms of the total
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flux in the case of photons (e.g. see Ref. [28]). Unfortunately Regge theory does not tell us how to

compute the cross section �IPIP (MX , t
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So, although we have a model for the rapidity dependence of the central system, we are not able
to predict the overall production rate without further model dependence. Furthermore, we should
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scattering matrix provided the foundations, with Regge theory providing the principal tool. With
the advent of QCD the emphasis shifted to the investigation of scattering processes at short distances
for which the strong coupling is small and perturbative methods can be exploited. However, soft
di↵raction and elastic scattering processes cannot be described by perturbative QCD, and Regge
theory remains an important tool. In Regge theory these process are described as the t-channel

exchange of “reggeons” (IR), which correspond to a sum of mesons (⇢0,!0, etc.) with the same

quantum numbers. The contribution of the reggeons to the elastic scattering cross section falls with

increasing centre-of-mass energy as s↵IR(0)�1 ⇠ 1/
p
s, where ↵IR(t) is the reggeon trajectory which

is a function of the Mandelstam four-momentum transfer squared, t. By the Optical Theorem, the
reggeon contribution to total cross sections likewise falls as the centre-of-mass energy increases. The
observed rise of total hadronic cross sections therefore mandated the emergence of a new reggeon,

with intercept ↵IP (0) > 1.0. To generate a non-falling total cross section, the exchange must have

isospin zero and even charge parity, C = +1, i.e. it has the quantum numbers of the vacuum. The

new reggeon was dubbed the pomeron (IP ) after Pomeranchuk, who had previously studied the

behaviour of vacuum exchange in Regge theory.
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Figure 1: Elastic scattering between two hadrons A and B, at centre-of-mass energy
p
s. The

four-momentum transfer squared is t.

At high enough centre-of-mass energy, if one assumes the dominance of a single Regge pole,
the elastic scattering of strongly interacting particles may be described by pomeron exchange, see
Fig. 1. The elastic scattering amplitude for AB ! AB is thus approximated by

A(s, t)
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is the signature factor, ↵IP (t) is the pomeron trajectory, �A,B(t) fixes the coupling of the pomeron

to the external particles and s
0

is a constant. The Optical Theorem then relates the total cross

section for AB ! X, �T , to the imaginary part of the forward (t = 0) scattering amplitude via

ImA(s, 0) = s �T (s) (2.3)

and so

�T (s) = �A(0)�B(0)
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Thus we see that if the pomeron intercept ↵IP (0) > 1 the total cross section rises with energy, in

accord with the data. Conversely, the contributions of any Regge poles with ↵IR(0) < 1 (such as

those containing the ⇢ and ⇡) become negligible at su�ciently high energy.

One might hope that the properties of Regge poles, i.e. their intercepts and couplings,
would emerge from calculations based on QCD. To an extent that is what happens. For example,
the gluon is known to “reggeize” to a simple Regge pole in perturbative QCD after re-summing to

all orders in ↵s ln(s) (see for example Ref. [3] and references therein). However, calculations are

generally plagued by the need to focus on processes at short distances, where perturbation theory
is valid, and total hadronic cross sections certainly do not fall into that class. It is also far from
clear that amplitudes are dominated by a single Regge pole at high energies, although there is some

indication that this is so in the case of hadron-hadron elastic scattering at small (but not too small)

values of t [11, 12]. In that case, fits to data suggest the existence of a pomeron with intercept

↵IP (t) ⇡ ↵IP (0) + ↵0
IP t ⇡ 1.08 + (0.25 GeV�2) t. (2.5)

More recent analyses suggest that a global fit to all soft data from the ISR, Spp̄S and Tevatron may

require a pomeron with a higher intercept and substantial screening corrections (see for example

Refs. [13, 14, 15] and references therein).
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Figure 2: (a) Di↵ractive excitation of particle B to a state of mass MX by pomeron exchange. (b)
The corresponding cut diagram in the limit of large MX .

Regge theory is not restricted to the consideration of elastic scattering amplitudes. A

reggeon calculus can be developed, and used to tackle processes such as those illustrated in Fig. 2(a)

and Fig. 3(a). Again the dotted lines represent pomerons, and pomeron dominance is presumed to

pertain if the relevant sub-energies are large enough, i.e. �yAX >⇠ 3 in Fig. 2(a) and�yAX ,�yBX >⇠ 3

in Fig. 3(a), where �yAX is the rapidity interval between A and X (and similarly for �yBX). For

the single di↵ractive dissociation process represented in Fig. 2(a) one may write [16, 17]
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✓   Diffractive PDFs are non-universal 
✓   They can not be exported to describe other hard diffractive processes (e.g. in pp) 
✓   We need to calculate the survival probability of the LRG’s which is process-dependent

In this paper, a more precise test of QCD factorisation for diffractive dijet production in DIS
and photoproduction is presented. Measurements of diffractive dijet cross sections are com-
pared with NLO QCD predictions based on recently published diffractive parton densities [3]
from H1. In addition, the dijet cross sections are also compared with two versions of the LO soft
colour interaction model. The data were collected with the H1 detector at HERA in the years
1996 and 1997. For photoproduction the integrated luminosity is increased by one order of mag-
nitude with respect to previous results. For DIS, the same data sample is used as in a previous
measurement [5]. Jets are defined using the inclusive kT cluster algorithm [23] with asymmet-
ric cuts on the jet transverse energies to facilitate comparisons with NLO predictions [24, 25].
Apart from the different ranges for the photon virtuality, the DIS and photoproduction measure-
ments are performed in the same kinematic range to allow the closest possible comparison of
the results.

2 Kinematics

The generic diffractive positron-proton interaction ep → eXY is illustrated in Figure 1. The
positron (4-momentum k) exchanges a photon (q) which interacts with the proton (P ). The
produced final state hadrons are, by definition, divided into the systems X and Y , separated
by the largest gap in the hadron rapidity distribution relative to the γ(∗)p collision axis in the
photon-proton centre-of-mass frame. The system Y lies in the outgoing proton beam direction.

Examples of direct and resolved photon processes with dijets in the final state are depicted
in Figure 2. Resolved processes give a large contribution in photoproduction but are suppressed
in DIS. The diffractive exchange in these diagrams is depicted as a pomeron (IP).
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(pX)
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Largest rapidity gap
in event
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e
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t

(q)
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W

Figure 1: Illustration of the generic diffractive process ep → eXY . The systems X and Y are
separated by the largest gap in the rapidity distribution of the final state hadrons.

The usual DIS kinematic variables are defined as:

Q2 ≡ −q2 , y ≡
q · P

k · P
, x ≡

Q2

2P · q
. (1)
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Figure 2: Leading order diagrams for diffractive dijet production at HERA with the diffrac-
tive exchange depicted as a pomeron (IP). a) Direct (point-like) photon process (photon-gluon
fusion), b) resolved (hadron-like) photon process.

These three variables are related through Q2 ≈ sxy, in which s ≡ (k + P )2 is the fixed ep
centre-of-mass energy squared. The invariant mass of the photon-proton systemW is given by

W =
!

(q + P )2 ≈
!

y s − Q2 . (2)

With pX and pY representing the 4-momenta of the systemsX and Y , we define

M2
X ≡ p2

X , M2
Y ≡ p2

Y , t ≡ (P − pY )2 , xIP ≡
q · (P − pY )

q · P
. (3)

The quantities MX and MY are the invariant masses of the systems X and Y , t is the squared
four-momentum transferred at the proton vertex and xIP represents the fraction of the proton
beam momentum transferred to the system X . Diffractive events are characterised by small
values of xIP ( ∼< 0.05). With u and v denoting the four-momenta of the two partons (Figure 2b)
or photon and parton (Figure 2a) entering the hard subprocess, the dijet system has squared
invariant mass

M2
12 = (u + v)2 . (4)

The fractional longitudinal momenta carried by the partons from the photon (xγ) and the diffrac-
tive exchange (zIP ) are given by

xγ =
P · u

P · q
, zIP =

q · v

q · (P − pY )
. (5)

The measurements are performed in the region xIP < 0.03, −t < 1 GeV2 andMY < 1.6 GeV,
where the cross section is dominated by scattering processes in which the proton stays intact.
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3 Diffractive Dijet Production in the Factorisation Approach

In the QCD factorisation approach, diffractive ep dijet cross sections are calculated according
to the formula

dσ(ep → e + 2 jets + X ′ + Y ) =
!

i,j

"

dy fγ/e(y)

"

dxγ fj/γ(xγ , µ
2
F ) ×

×

"

dt

"

dxIP

"

dzIP dσ̂(ij → 2 jets) fD
i (zIP , µ2

F , xIP , t), (6)

in which the sum runs over all contributing partons, fγ/e is the photon flux from the positron
and fj/γ are the photon parton densities. For direct photon interactions, fj/γ = δ(1 − xγ).
The partonic cross sections are denoted by σ̂ and fD

i are the diffractive parton densities of the
proton. The factorisation scale µF is assumed to be identical at the photon and proton vertices.
In the present analysis, the jet transverse energy is larger than Q for most of the data and is
therefore used as the factorisation scale and as the renormalisation scale both in DIS and in
photoproduction. The variable X ′ denotes the part of the hadronic system X which is not
contained in the two jets.

The H1 Collaboration has determined diffractive parton densities from QCD fits to inclusive
diffractive DIS data in [2, 3]. In the parameterisations used for these fits, the xIP and t depen-
dences of the diffractive parton distributions were factorised from the dependences on the scale
µF and the fractional parton momentum zIP :

fD
i (zIP , µ2

F , xIP , t) = fIP (xIP , t) fi,IP (zIP , µ2
F ). (7)

The factor fIP (xIP , t) was parameterised as suggested by Regge theory. The dependence on
zIP was parameterised at a starting scale and evolved to the scale at which the inclusive data
were measured using the DGLAP evolution equations [26, 27]. The inclusive diffractive DIS
data [2,3] are well described using this approach. For xIP > 0.01, small additional contributions
from sub-leading meson (‘reggeon’) exchange have to be taken into account to describe the data.

The H1 Collaboration has published QCD fits to two different data sets of inclusive diffrac-
tive DIS events. In a first analysis [2], data taken in the year 1994 were used to extract the LO
‘H1 fit 2’ parton densities which have been used previously in comparisons with diffractive dijet
production in DIS at HERA and at the Tevatron. A second analysis was based on the larger data
samples of the years 1997–2000 [3]. The fit in [3] led to the NLO ‘H1 2006 Fit A’ and NLO
‘H1 2006 Fit B’ DPDFs which both give a good description of inclusive diffraction, and which
are the basis of the dijet predictions in this paper. The two sets of parton densities differ mainly
in the gluon density at high fractional parton momentum, which is poorly constrained by the
inclusive diffractive scattering data. The gluon density of Fit A is peaked at the starting scale at
high fractional momentum and that of Fit B is flat.

4 Next-to-leading Order QCD Calculations

Existing programs which calculate NLO QCD partonic cross sections for dijet production in
inclusive DIS and photoproduction can be adapted to calculate cross sections in diffraction.
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At larger x subleading “Reggeon” 
is to be included

One considers two different factorisations:  
• diffractive fact.n: proven by Collins for a hard diffractive scattering (hep-ph/9709499)  
• Regge fact.n: relates the power of       in diffractive DIS to the power of   

                      in hadron-hadron elastic scattering and can be broken

detected particle(s) of particular kind(s) carrying some particular fraction of the beam’s
momentum and carrying some given transverse momentum. Hence the proof applies to the
fracture function formalism of Trentadue and Veneziano [14], for deep-inelastic processes2.
Factorization for diffractive scattering is a special case [15] of fracture function factorization.

Furthermore, it is possible to discuss any of the normal hard scattering processes which
are lepton induced: in addition to the deep-inelastic cross section itself, the proof applies,
for example, to the case where jets of large transverse momentum are detected and where
particular particles in the ‘current fragmentation region’ are detected.

The proof in the present paper justifies, from fundamental principles, the analysis [16,17]
of diffractive deep-inelastic processes in terms of parton densities in the pomeron. Note that
the only real use of the pomeron in these analyses is as a label for a particular power law
for the xP dependence of diffractive cross sections, with the exponent actually being a free
power. Indeed, the QCD analysis by H1 [16], which has two phenomenological power laws,
is also covered by the theorem proved in this paper. However, I will not at all address
the separate and important question of whether Regge factorization is also valid. Regge
factorization relates, for example, the power of xP measured in diffractive deep-inelastic
scattering to the power of s measured in hadron-hadron elastic scattering.

Berera and Soper [12] provided arguments that hard-scattering factorization should be
true in diffractive lepton-induced processes, and the present paper completes the proof. The
bulk of the proof follows the usual methods [5,18] for proving factorization, and, as pointed
out by Berera and Soper [12], the only new element that is needed is a proper treatment of
the soft-gluon cancellation for the processes in question. The essential point of the present
paper is to show that there exists a contour deformation that permits the methods of Collins
and Sterman [18] to be used.

II. FACTORIZATION, PARTON DENSITIES

In this section, I will review the factorization theorem that is to be proved.
As stated above, the factorization theorem for diffractive hard processes has the same

form as for inclusive processes. For example, for diffractive deep-inelastic scattering e+p →
e′ + X + p′, we have3

2 Note that since factorization fails for diffractive hard processes in hadron-hadron scattering,
it follows that the fracture function formalism also fails in hadron-hadron scattering. The proof
given by Trentadue and Veneziano does not treat the soft exchanges which break factorization in

hadron-hadron scattering.

3 For the purposes of this paper, I define FD
2 to be the value of F2 computed from those events

containing a final-state proton p′ with the specified kinematics. So the use of the word ‘diffractive’

to describe the process is not really correct. Our definition is the one used by the H1 experiment
[16], and it contrasts with the definition used by the ZEUS experiment [17], which subtracts the
non-diffractive contribution. Of course, given the ‘diffractive’ FD

2 defined here, one can extract the

leading power at small xP, which, at least for our present purposes, is the definition of the truly
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✓   DPDFs are extracted from global NLO fits of inclusive diffraction data at HERA 
✓   Predictions based upon extracted DPDFs are fairly consistent with theoretical models 
✓   Important tool for diffractive factorisation breaking studies (especially in had-had coll.)
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Jets, W, Z, b¯b, J/√ in diÆractive gap events at the Tevatron
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Single diffractive pp cross section at high energies

Non-universality!

near equality of the suppression in soft and hard diffraction provided the clue that led to the development
by this author of a renormalization procedure for single diffraction, which was later extended to central
and multigap diffractive processes, as described in the following sections.

2 Renormalization and scaling in single diffraction

The breakdown of factorization in Regge theory was traced to the energy dependence of σtot
sd (s) ∼ s2ϵ,

which is faster than that of σtot(s) ∼ sϵ, so that as s increases unitarity would have to be violated if
factorization holds. This is reflected in an explicit s-dependence in dσsd(M2)/dM2:

Regge theory: dσsd(M2)/dM2 ∼ s2ϵ/(M2)1+ϵ (4)

In a paper first presented by this author in 1995 at La Thuile 7) and Blois 8) and later published in

Physics Letters 9), it was shown that unitarization could be achieved, and the factorization breakdown in
single diffraction fully accounted for, by interpreting the Pomeron flux of Eq. (3) as a probability density
and renormalizing its integral over ξ and t to unity,

renormalization: fIP/p(ξ, t) ⇒ N−1
s · fIP/p(ξ, t) (5)

where Ns ≡
! ξ(max)

ξ(min)
dξ

!
−∞

t=0
dt fIP/p(ξ, t) ∼ s2ϵ

where ξ(min) = M2
0 /s (with M2

0 = 1.4 GeV2: effective threshold for diffraction dissociation), and
ξ(max) = 0.1. The energy dependence of N−1

s , introduced by renormalization, removes the explicit
s-dependence from σtot

sd , thereby ensuring unitarization. In Fig. 1, σtot
sd (s) is compared with Regge pre-

dictions using the standard or renormalized Pomeron flux. The renormalized prediction is in excellent
agreement with the data.
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Figure 1: Total pp/p̄p single diffraction dissociation cross section data ( both p̄ and p sides) for ξ < 0.05

compared with predictions based on the standard and the renormalized Pomeron flux [from Ref. 9)].
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Figure 3: Cross sections d2σsd/dM2dt for p + p(p̄) → p(p̄)+ X at t = −0.05 GeV2 and
√

s = 14, 20, 546
and 1800 GeV. Standard (renormalized) flux predictions are shown as dashed (solid) lines. At

√
s=14

and 20 GeV, the fits using the standard and renormalized fluxes coincide [from Ref. 11)].

3 Central rapidity gaps: double diffraction

Double diffraction dissociation is the process in which both colliding hadrons dissociate leading to events
with a central rapidity gap1 (see Fig. 4).

p

p
IP

M1

M2

η

dN
dη

ηη maxmin

ln M1 ln M2
2 2

ln s
Figure 4: Schematic diagram and event topology of p̄p double diffraction dissociation; the shaded areas

represent regions of particle production [from Ref. 18)].

In Regge theory, the DD cross section is given by 2)

d3σdd

dtdM2
1 dM2

2

=
d2σsd

1

dtdM2
1

d2σsd
2

dtdM2
2

/
dσel

dt
=

[κβ1(0)β2(0)]2

16π

s2ϵ ebddt

(M2
1 M2

2 )1+2ϵ
(7)

1We use rapidity, y ≡ 1
2 ln E+pL

E−pL
, and pseudorapidity, η ≡ −ln(tan θ

2 ), interchangeably, as they are
approximately equal in the kinematic range of interest.
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perturbative QCD 
(BFKL) “bare”Pomeron

Continuous matching  
is necessary! QCD evolution: 

diffusion in log kt

How are Multi-Pomeron contribns included? 

Now include rescatt of intermediate partons 
with the “beam” i  and “target” k    (KMR) 

i 

k 

solve iteratively for Wik(y,kt,b)          inclusion of kt crucial 

evolve down from y’=Y-y=0 y’ =Y-y  

y 

0 

Y 
evolve up from y=0 

where lWi,k reflects the different opacity of protons felt by  
intermediate parton, rather the proton-proton opacity Wi,k          l~0.2 

Note:  data prefer  exp(-lW)    Æ    [1 – exp(-lW)] / lW 
Form is consistent with generalisation of AGK cutting rules 
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/2 is the t-slope of the initial ”constituent gluon” form factor; we take4 B
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for the evolution of gluon distributions from both the target and the beam initial hadrons

(protons) in the absorptive (background) field of both hadrons. This system can be solved by

iteration. In fact, it converges after just a few iterations.

3 The parton k
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distribution

The transverse momentum distribution at rapidity y has the form
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The system of equations (12) was solved numerically by iteration, introducing an infrared

cuto↵ k

0

= 0.5 GeV; that is, assuming f(y, k
t

< k

0

) = 0. The resulting transverse momentum

distributions are presented in Fig.2. The solid lines are the predictions for the gluon distribution

in the central plateau region (with rapidity y = Y/2), while the dashed lines correspond to

distributions shifted to the fragmentation region of the incoming proton (i.e. initial gluon) with

y = Y/6. The y = Y/6 curves are steeper and the corresponding mean transverse momentum is

smaller than that in the centre (y = Y/2). As expected the distributions become flatter when

energy increases. However at the Tevatron (thin black curves) and even at the 8 TeV LHC

4There are several arguments in favour of the e↵ective slope Bg being of the order of 1 GeV�2; that is in
favour of the small size ‘hot spot’ transverse area occupied by our gluon amplitude. The first reason, is the small
radius of the gluonic form factor of the proton calculated using QCD sum rules [13]. The next argument is the
small value of the e↵ective slope of the pomeron trajectory observed experimentally. Further evidence is the
success of the additive quark model, �(⇡p)/�(pp) ' 2/3. Finally, in the explicit calculation of our amplitude,
following [14], we indeed found an almost constant slope Bg ' 0.9 GeV�2 for the present collider energy interval.
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proton - ‘current’ parton interaction2. However, we must account for the absorption by both

the incoming beam (a) and the target (b) protons interacting with intermediate partons. That

is actually the absorptive factor reads

S = exp(��[⌦b(y, k
t

) + ⌦a(y0, k
t

)]/2), (5)

where y (y0) is the rapidity di↵erence between the beam (target) proton and the current,

intermediate gluon in the BFKL evolution. Denoting the rapidity separation between the

beam and the target protons by Y , we have y

0 = Y � y.

The simplest absorptive e↵ect comes from the triple-pomeron diagram shown in Fig. 1(b).

As in [8], we use the Leading Log expression for the BFKL triple-pomeron vertex, that is [9,

10, 11]
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). (6)

The ⇥-function reflects the fact that (after averaging over the azimuthal angle) the large-size

pomeron (i.e. the ladder with small k0
t

) does not ‘see’ the small-size colourless object described

by the BFKL pomeron component with k

t

> k

0
t

.

Note that the suppression factor, written in the form (5), includes not just the triple-

pomeron diagram, but also a series of the multi-pomeron contributions generated by the ver-

tices, gn
m

, coupling n to m pomerons. Here we prefer to take the simple eikonal-like expression

g

n
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= ⌦(�⌦)n+m�2 (7)

which satisfies the AGK cutting rules [12]. However this means that we have to replace the

exponents exp(��⌦/2) in (5) by the factor

1� exp(��⌦)
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So now the absorptive factor (5) becomes
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with the �(k0
t

, k
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) given by (6).

In terms of gluon density f(x, k
t

), the ‘di↵erential’ opacity ⌦b(y, k
t

) of hadron b (corre-

sponding to the contribution from the d ln(k2

t

) interval) reads3
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2Recall that, in the eikonal framework, exp(�⌦) is the probability of no inelastic interaction. Since we
consider the amplitude, and not the cross section, we put ⌦/2 in (5), rather than the full opacity ⌦.

3This equation follows after integrating eq.(17) of [8] over the impact parameter, b, or from [10].
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BFKL evoln in rapidity generates ladder  

At each step  kt  and  b of parton can be be 
changed – so, in principle, we have 3-
variable integro-diff. eq. to solve 

We use a simplified form of the kernel K with the main 
features of BFKL –  diffusion in log kt

2,   D = aP(0) – 1 ~ 0.3 
b dependence during the evolution is prop’ to the Pomeron  
slope a’, which is v.small (a’<0.05 GeV-2) --  so ignore.  
Only b dependence comes from the starting evoln distribn 

Evolution gives 

Partonic structure of “bare” Pomeron 

k’t 

kt 

i 

k y=0 

Y 

Inclusion of kt crucial to match soft and hard domains. 
Moreover, embodies less screening for larger kt compts. 

proton - ‘current’ parton interaction2. However, we must account for the absorption by both

the incoming beam (a) and the target (b) protons interacting with intermediate partons. That

is actually the absorptive factor reads

S = exp(��[⌦b(y, k
t

) + ⌦a(y0, k
t

)]/2), (5)

where y (y0) is the rapidity di↵erence between the beam (target) proton and the current,

intermediate gluon in the BFKL evolution. Denoting the rapidity separation between the

beam and the target protons by Y , we have y

0 = Y � y.

The simplest absorptive e↵ect comes from the triple-pomeron diagram shown in Fig. 1(b).

As in [8], we use the Leading Log expression for the BFKL triple-pomeron vertex, that is [9,

10, 11]

� = N

c

↵

S

(k
t

)⇥(k0
t

� k

t

). (6)

The ⇥-function reflects the fact that (after averaging over the azimuthal angle) the large-size

pomeron (i.e. the ladder with small k0
t

) does not ‘see’ the small-size colourless object described

by the BFKL pomeron component with k

t

> k

0
t

.

Note that the suppression factor, written in the form (5), includes not just the triple-

pomeron diagram, but also a series of the multi-pomeron contributions generated by the ver-

tices, gn
m

, coupling n to m pomerons. Here we prefer to take the simple eikonal-like expression

g

n

m

= ⌦(�⌦)n+m�2 (7)

which satisfies the AGK cutting rules [12]. However this means that we have to replace the

exponents exp(��⌦/2) in (5) by the factor

1� exp(��⌦)

�⌦
. (8)

So now the absorptive factor (5) becomes

S(y, y0, k
t

, k

0
t

) =
[1� exp(��⌦b(y, k

t

))]

�⌦b(y, k
t

)

[1� exp(��⌦a(y0, k
t

))]

�⌦a(y0, k
t

)
(9)

with the �(k0
t

, k

t

) given by (6).

In terms of gluon density f(x, k
t

), the ‘di↵erential’ opacity ⌦b(y, k
t

) of hadron b (corre-

sponding to the contribution from the d ln(k2

t

) interval) reads3

�⌦b(y, k0
t

) = N

c

⇡

2

↵

s

(k0
t

)
f

b(y, k0
t

)

16⇡k
0
2

t

B

g

, (10)

2Recall that, in the eikonal framework, exp(�⌦) is the probability of no inelastic interaction. Since we
consider the amplitude, and not the cross section, we put ⌦/2 in (5), rather than the full opacity ⌦.

3This equation follows after integrating eq.(17) of [8] over the impact parameter, b, or from [10].
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LLx 3P coupling

BFKL kernel

absorptive factor

“Soft”  and  “Hard”  Pomerons ? 

A vacuum-exchange object 
drives soft HE interactions. 
Not a simple pole, but an 
enigmatic non-local object. 
Rising stot means multi-Pom 
diags (with Regge cuts) are 
necessary to restore unitarity. 
stot, dsel/dt data, described, 
in a limited energy range, by 
eff. pole  aP

eff = 1.08 + 0.25t 

Sum of ladders of Reggeized 
gluons with, in LLx BFKL, a 
singularity which is a cut and  
not a pole. When HO are  
included the intercept of  
the BFKL/hard Pomeron is 
aP

bare(0) ~ 1.3 – 1.4   
                D = aP(0) -1 ~ 0.35  

aP
bare ~ 1.35 + 0 t aP

eff ~ 1.08 + 0.25 t 
with absorptive  
(multi-Pomeron) effects 

up to Tevatron energies 

3 (stot ~ sD) 
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flattening low kt dependence! Further tests are required.. 14



Beyond factorisation: hadronic diffraction via dipoles

15

Diffractive 
Drell Yan 
(semi-hard)

X

l

l̄

γ∗p1

p2 p4

ΣX

2

=

IP

p p

p

p p

p
IP IP

IP, IR

FIG. 1: The cross section of the diffractive DY process summed over all excitation channels at
fixed effective mass MX (left panel) corresponding to the Mueller graph in Regge picture (right

panel).

of small xγ1 → 0 and large zp ≡ p+4 /p
+
2 → 1 the diffractive DY cross section is given by

the Mueller graph shown in Fig. 1. In this case, the end-point behavior is dictated by the
following general result

dσ

dzpdxγ1dt

!

!

!

t→0
∝

1

(1− zp)2αIP (t)−1xε
γ1

, (1.3)

where αIP (t) is the Pomeron trajectory corresponding to the t-channel exchange, and ε is
equal to 1 or 1/2 for the Pomeron IP or Reggeon IR exchange corresponding to γ∗ emission
from sea or valence quarks, respectively (see Fig. 1).

As an alternative to the factorization based QCD approach, the dipole description of the
QCD diffraction, was presented in Refs. [11] (see also Ref. [12]). It is based on the fact that
dipoles of different transverse size r⊥ interact with different cross sections σ(r⊥), leading to
the single inelastic diffractive scattering with a cross section, which in the forward limit is
given by [11],

σsd

dp2⊥

!

!

!

!

!

p⊥=0

=
⟨σ2(r⊥)⟩ − ⟨σ(r⊥)⟩2

16π
, (1.4)

where p⊥ is the transverse momentum of the recoil proton, σ(r⊥) is the universal dipole-
proton cross section, and operation ⟨...⟩ means averaging over the dipole separation.

The color dipole description of Drell-Yan inclusive process first introduced in Ref. [13]
(see also Ref. [14]), treats the production of a heavy di-lepton like photon bremsstrahlung,
rather than q̄q annihilation. Such a difference is a consequence of Lorentz non-invariance of
the space-time description of the interaction, which varies with the reference frame. Only
observables must be Lorentz-invariant.

The dipole approach applied to diffractive Drell-Yan reaction in Ref. [5], led to the QCD
factorisation breaking, which manifests itself in specific features like a significant damping
of the cross section at high

√
s compared to the inclusive DY case. This is rather unusual,

since a diffractive cross section, which is proportional to the dipole cross section squared,
could be expected to rise with energy steeper than the total inclusive cross section, like it
occurs in the diffractive DIS process. At the same time, the ratio of the DDY to DY cross
sections was found in Ref. [5] to rise with the hard scale, M2. This is also in variance with
diffraction in DIS, which is associated with the soft interactions [15, 16].

The absorptive corrections affect differently the diagonal and off-diagonal terms in the
hadronic current [17], in opposite directions, leading to an unavoidable breakdown of the

3

superposition has a Good-Walker structure

Diffractive DIS vs diffractive DYinterplay between hard and soft 
fluctuations is pronounced!

SD DY/gauge bosons SD heavy quarks    diffractive factorisation is  
        automatically broken  

   any SD reaction is a superposition 
        of dipole amplitudes  

    gap survival is automatically 
        included at the amplitude level on  
        the same footing as dip. CS  

    works for a variety of data  
         in terms of universal dip. CS
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FIG. 8: Cross section of diffractive production of heavy flavors
as function of energy. The experimental points are the results
of the E690 [44] and CDF [48] experiments.

cross section is integrated over xF > 0.85, and beauty
over xF > 0.9 (same for top). All the cross sections
steadily rise with energy. The cross sections of charm
and beauty production differ by about an order of mag-
nitude what confirms the expected leading twist behavior
1/m2

Q.
We also calculated the x1 distribution of a diffractively

produced charm quark by integrating over all other vari-
ables. x1 = p+

c /p+
p is the ratio of plus components of the

produced c-quark and the incoming proton. The results
are shown in Fig. 9 at RHIC and LHC energies.

Notice that to be compared with data (unavailable so
far) for production of charmed mesons, this result has
to be corrected for the fragmentation c → D which is
poorly known. The resulting behavior at x1 → 1 should
obey the end-point behavior dictated by Regge. There-
fore we expect it to be less steep than what is plotted in
Fig. 9. One may wonder: a convolution with the frag-
mentation function c → D may only result in a steeper
fall off at x1 → 1, how can it become less steep? The
answer is: the convolution procedure is incorrect, QCD
factorization badly fails at x1 → 1. The usual fragmen-
tation function measured, say, in e+e− annihilation, cor-
responds to a fast c-quark producing a jet and picking up
a slow light quark from vacuum to form a D-meson. In
hadronic collisions at large x1 hadronization occurs dif-
ferently: a fast projectile light quark picks up a slow c-
quarks produced perturbatively. Correspondingly, in the
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FIG. 9: The cross section of diffractive excitation of a proton
with charm production as function of fraction x1 of the initial
proton momentum carried by the charm quark. The cross
section is shown at the energies of RHIC and LHC.

case of diffractive production of a heavy flavored baryon
a leading projectile diquark can pick up the heavy quark.

Notice also that x1 has a bottom bound imposed by the
kinematics of diffraction, x1 > 4m2

Q/(1−xF )s, where xF

is the Feynman variable of the recoil proton in pp → Xp.
In order to comply with available data (see next section)
we integrate over xF > 0.85 for charm (also top), and
xF > 0.9 for beauty.

Our results for transverse momentum distribution of
diffractively produced quarks are presented in Figs. (10)-
(12) for different heavy flavors and energies.

There pT distributions hardly correlate with x1 of the
heavy quark, what is quite different from the usual sea-
gull effect. We remind, however, that this is not the
usual factorization based hadronization. In this case a
fast projectile quark-spectator picks up a slow heavy fla-
vor. Therefore, the transverse momentum of the pro-
duced heavy flavored meson is mainly controlled by the
transverse momentum of the light spectator.

To conclude this section, we should comment on the ac-
curacy of performed calculations. The main uncertainty
seems to be related to the absorptive (unitarity) correc-
tions. Comparing different models, the difference is not
dramatic, of the order of 10%, with a probability fac-
tor K = 0.14 at the Tevatron energy. However, all those
models may miss the specific dynamics of interaction dis-
cussed in Sect. VI and overestimate diffraction at the
LHC energy by much more than 10%. The next theoret-
ical uncertainty is related to the choice of heavy quark

Kopeliovich et al 2006RP et al 2011,12

We evaluate the absorptive correction (8.7) at the mean impact parameter ⟨b2⟩ = 2Bd and
for the Tevatron energy

√
s = 2TeV arrive at the negligibly small value Im fd(0, rd) ≈ 0.01.

However, the number of such dipole rises with hardness of the process,and may substan-
tially enhance the magnitude of the absorptive corrections. The gap survival amplitude for
nd projectile dipoles reads,

S(nd)
d =

!

1− Im fd(b, rd)
"nd. (8.8)

The mean number of dipoles can be estimated in in the double-leading-log approximation
to the DGLAP evolution formulated in impact parameters [43], the mean number of such
dipoles is given by

⟨nd⟩ =

#

12

β0
ln

$

1

αs(M2
G)

%

ln

$

(1− xF )
s

s0

%

. (8.9)

Here the values of Bjorken x of the radiated gluons is restricted by the invariant mass of
the diffractive excitation, x > s0/M2

X = s0/(1− xF )s. For the kinematics of experiments at
the Tevatron collider (see next section), 1− xF < 0.1,

√
s = 2TeV, the number of radiated

dipoles is not large, ⟨nd⟩ ! 6. We conclude that the absorptive corrections Eq. (8.8) to
the gap survival amplitude are rather weak, less than 5%, i.e. about 10% in the survival
probability. This correction is certainly small compared to other theoretical uncertainties of
our calculations. Notice that a similar correction due to radiation of soft gluons was found
in [44] for the gap survival probability in leading neutron production in DIS.

C. Comparison with data

Thus, our calculations effectively cover the gluon radiation, so the triple-Pomeron term
is included. This is important because this term dominates the diffractive cross section [46].
So we can compare with available data from the CDF experiment [9] on W and Z diffractive
production depicted in Fig. 10.
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FIG. 10: The diffractive-to-inclusive ratio as function of the invariant mass squared of the produced
dilepton. The CDF data for W and Z production were taken at the Tevatron energy (

√
s = 1.96

TeV). The first CDF data point corresponds to the W production, M2 = M2
W , the second – to the

Z production, M2 = M2
Z .

However, in order to compare our results with CDF data, we have to introduce in our
calculations the proper experimental cuts, namely, 0.03 < ξ ≡ 1 − xF < 0.1 [9]. Since our

24

Sophisticated dipole cascades are being  
put into MC: Lund Dipole Chain model (DIPSY) 
Ref. G. Gustafson, and L. Lönnblad

Incoming hadrons are not elementary —  
experience soft interactions dissolving them 

leaving much fewer rapidity gap events  
than in ep scattering
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I Consider DDIS on parton level
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Diffractive W production in high-energy pp collisions
Regge models QCD inspired modelsFeatures: 

✓    clean environment (color singlet) 
✓    well-defined hard scale (tests of 
      QCD factorisation) 
✓    high sensitivity to the production 
      mechanism 
✓    large enough cross section to be 
      experimentally observed and tested
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Figure 2. Distribution in momentum fraction z = |pz|/p
beam

of the single leading proton in
pp æ p[W ±X] events at

Ô
s = 14 TeV obtained from di�erent versions and tunes of Pythia

without colour reconnections and with GAL and SCI models. Leading clusters with mcl < 1.5 GeV
and proton flavor quantum numbers, but not necessarily colour singlets, are scaled down to overlap
with the di�ractive proton peak at z æ 1.

model [2] is used for generating the di�ractive events. However, details in the Monte-Carlo
modeling such as the multi-parton interactions and the treatment of the proton remnants are
also crucial for the resulting leading proton spectrum, as we will demonstrate by comparing
di�erent versions and tunes of Pythia. As baseline we use Pythia version 6.425 with the
Perugia 0 tune [31], which mainly has been adjusted to data from the Tevatron. In the
following we will start by exploring the single leading proton spectra at LHC energies. We
will then turn to the rapidity distributions of the W ’s both at the Tevatron and the LHC.
Finally, we will discuss the question of the W charge asymmetry.

A. Single leading protons

The basic features of the single leading proton spectrum in di�ractive W ±X production
at 14 TeV are demonstrated in Fig. 2, showing the momentum distributions of protons and
small mass clusters. The latter are required to have the same quark content as a proton
and invariant masses mcl Æ 1.5 GeV, but are not required to be in a colour singlet state.
These cluster spectra have been scaled with a numerical factor such that they agree with the
leading proton spectra for large z. The colour exchange mechanism (SCI or GAL) can turn

6
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model [2] is used for generating the di�ractive events. However, details in the Monte-Carlo
modeling such as the multi-parton interactions and the treatment of the proton remnants are
also crucial for the resulting leading proton spectrum, as we will demonstrate by comparing
di�erent versions and tunes of Pythia. As baseline we use Pythia version 6.425 with the
Perugia 0 tune [31], which mainly has been adjusted to data from the Tevatron. In the
following we will start by exploring the single leading proton spectra at LHC energies. We
will then turn to the rapidity distributions of the W ’s both at the Tevatron and the LHC.
Finally, we will discuss the question of the W charge asymmetry.

A. Single leading protons

The basic features of the single leading proton spectrum in di�ractive W ±X production
at 14 TeV are demonstrated in Fig. 2, showing the momentum distributions of protons and
small mass clusters. The latter are required to have the same quark content as a proton
and invariant masses mcl Æ 1.5 GeV, but are not required to be in a colour singlet state.
These cluster spectra have been scaled with a numerical factor such that they agree with the
leading proton spectra for large z. The colour exchange mechanism (SCI or GAL) can turn
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Figure 4. The di�erential cross sections in rapidity yW (top) and the corresponding charge
asymmetries (bottom) for the GAL (left) and SCI (right) models. The curves correspond to the
double leading protons, unless stated otherwise, obtained with Pythia 6.425 using the Perugia 0
(P0) tune model.

that in turn reduces the probability for the proton remnant to emerge as a colour singlet.
Turning to the charge asymmetry, it is again clearly visible for the inclusive production,
although mostly as an overall di�erence in the normalization for W + and W ≠ respectively.
The e�ects of requiring more and more leading protons can also be clearly seen giving
essentially no or little asymmetry for z > 0.9 in both models. The remaining asymmetry is
of the order a few percent and is the result of hadronisation e�ects, which again can be seen
comparing to the asymmetry for clusters and is thus well within an overall uncertainty of
the di�ractive Monte Carlo modeling.

In addition to looking at the kinematics of the W ±’s produced and the associated asymme-
tries, it is instructive to look at the spectra of leading protons on both sides simultaneously.
In order to make the picture as clean as possible we show in Fig. 6 the spectrum of protons
in the positive direction (z

+

) when requiring a leading proton also on the negative side (z≠)
with similar momentum fraction |z≠ ≠z

+

| < 0.025. In addition we show the results not only
for the GAL and SCI models but also the results when neither of them is applied.

Similarly to the case of single leading protons, the characteristic di�ractive peak at z æ 1
can also be seen for the case with double leading protons in Fig. 6 (top row). However, it
is visible at central W rapidities only. For more forward W bosons the peak disappears,
essentially due to momentum conservation. Thus in order to obtain a selection of di�ractive
events one has to apply also a cut on the rapidity of the W-bosons in addition to the cuts
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Mainly gluon-initiated diffraction at large Z!
SD/ND ~ 1 % for SCI/GAL 

close to Tevatron data!

Ingelman, RP, Rathsman, Werder
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t dependences measure Fourier transform of impact  
parameter distribution. ! Unusual features can arise from 
deviations from Gaussian matter distribution  
e.g. Characteristic dips in model by Rezaeian et al,  
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Central exclusive Higgs… etc production

In the forward limit

parton level The Durham (KMR) model
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Spin-parity analyser!

Small CS/large uncertainties

of the Sudakov form factor. The result of Cudell, Hernandez, Ivanov and Dechambre [9] is
closer to our result but still slightly bigger. This is probably due to different unintegrated
gluon distribution. In particular, the Ivanov-Nikolaev UGDF used in their analysis includes
also a nonperturbative piece fitted to the data.
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FIG. 18: Total cross section for exclusive Higgs production for different gluon PDFs from the
literature. The calculation was done including off-shell effects.

In Fig. 18 we show the total cross section for exclusive production of Higgs boson as a
function of the Higgs mass for different gluon distributions for

√
s = 14 TeV. The difference

between different gluon PDFs comes mainly from a different lower cut-off parameter for gluon
transverse momenta in different gluon distributions. This is necessary and is dictated by the
construction of different UGDFs. In particular, different groups choose different initial scale
for QCD evolution and going below it often leads to unphysical solutions (negative glue for
instance). This forces one to put lower cut-off at the value of the initial scale. The cross
section for exclusive Higgs production obtained here is rather small2.

We have made the calculation of the cross section in the limit of real gluons in the hard
part (5.6) (σon

H ), as well as with an account of gluon virtualities (5.5) (σoff
H ). Contribution

of non-zeroth q21, q
2
2 in form factors G1,2 turns out to be negligibly small; difference between

σon
H and σoff

H is formed mainly by the second form factor G2, and gives about 6 %, so it is
much smaller than other theoretical uncertainties of the approach. The overall uncertainty
of 0+ Higgs CEP cross section was estimated in Ref. [4] to be up to a factor of 2.5.

In Fig. 19 we show a two-dimensional distribution of the Higgs in its rapidity and trans-
verse momentum. The Higgs production is concentrated around rapidity y = 0 and the
cross section quickly drops with Higgs transverse momentum. In Fig. 20 we show respective
projections on rapidity (left panel) and transverse momentum (right panel). The maximum
of the transverse momentum dependence occurs at about 0.4 GeV. The distribution reflects
a convolution of the nucleon form factors, i.e. is of purely nonperturbative nature.

Finally, we focus on angular correlations (see Fig. 21). In the figure we show distribution
in azimuthal angle between outgoing protons. As for the exclusive production of heavy
quarks there is a very small correlation between outgoing protons.

Note that the distribution in relative azimuthal angle between protons φpp strongly differs
from the distributions in azimuthal angle φq1q2

between interacting gluons ∼ cos2 φq1q2
due

2 Similarly small cross sections have been obtained very recently [15] when this paper was already finished.
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FIG. 21: Differential distribution in angle between outgoing protons for central exclusive Higgs

boson production. CTEQ6 PDF was used in this calculation.

the diffractive amplitude (3.1).

C. Irreducible bb̄ background for exclusive Higgs production
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FIG. 22: The bb̄ invariant mass distribution for
√
s = 14 TeV and for b and b̄ jets from Higgs decay

in the rapidity interval −2.5 < yb < 2.5 corresponding to the ATLAS detector. The absorption

effects for the Higgs boson and the background were taken into account by multiplying cross section
by the gap survival factor ⟨S2⟩ = 0.03. The left panel shows purely theoretical predictions, while

the right panel includes experimental effects due to experimental uncertainty in invariant mass
measurement. The left peaks (bumps) correspond to the Z0 contribution and the right ones to the
Higgs contribution.

Now we turn to the analysis of the bb̄ continuum as a background for the bb̄ Higgs signal.
In the left panel of Fig. 22 we show contributions of several CEP mechanisms to the bb̄ quark
invariant mass distribution. The diffractive bb̄ and Higgs contributions were calculated for
a selected (CTEQ6 [44]) collinear gluon distribution. The QED mechanism is also shown
by the short-dashed line. Natural decay width, calculated as in Ref. [41], was assumed in
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√
s = 14 TeV and for b and b̄ jets from Higgs decay

in the rapidity interval −2.5 < yb < 2.5 corresponding to the ATLAS detector. The absorption

effects for the Higgs boson and the background were taken into account by multiplying cross section
by the gap survival factor ⟨S2⟩ = 0.03. The left panel shows purely theoretical predictions, while

the right panel includes experimental effects due to experimental uncertainty in invariant mass
measurement. The left peaks (bumps) correspond to the Z0 contribution and the right ones to the
Higgs contribution.

Now we turn to the analysis of the bb̄ continuum as a background for the bb̄ Higgs signal.
In the left panel of Fig. 22 we show contributions of several CEP mechanisms to the bb̄ quark
invariant mass distribution. The diffractive bb̄ and Higgs contributions were calculated for
a selected (CTEQ6 [44]) collinear gluon distribution. The QED mechanism is also shown
by the short-dashed line. Natural decay width, calculated as in Ref. [41], was assumed in
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The situation can be also quantified in a one-dimensional plot in a function of the dif-
ference of the quark and antiquark rapidities (see Fig. 25). The distributions for the signal
and background are very different. Imposing a cut on ydiff can significantly improve the
signal-to-background ratio.
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FIG. 25: Distribution in the difference of the quark and antiquark rapidities. Please note an extra

cut on the bb̄ invariant mass. Kinematical constraints are the same as in Fig. 22.

In Fig. 26 we show the distribution in the b-quark rapidity from Higgs decay and from
a narrow region of bb̄ invariant mass (given in the figure) for the diffractive bb̄ and photon-
photon components. While the Higgs contribution is concentrated at yb ∼ 0 the diffractive
component has maxima at the edges of the central detector. The γγ contribution is rather
flat across the range of the central detector. The different distributions in the b-quark
rapidity of the different components suggest that limiting to midrapidities (i.e. not using
the whole range of the detector) may help in improving the signal-to-background ratio.

Further useful handles to improve the situation are the jet transverse momenta which
can be measured in the central detector. The importance of the cuts on the jet transverse
momenta is illustrated in Fig. 27. Again we show the three components. While the signal
(Higgs) contribution is peaked at the transverse momenta being half of the Higgs mass, the
background contributions are flat or even have local maxima at low transverse momenta.
Imposing therefore a lower cut on jet transverse momenta can again significantly improve
the signal-to-background ratio without losing too much of the signal itself. Also, from
experimental point of view the b (b̄) jets can be well identified only above a certain cut on
their transverse momenta.

Now we wish to quantify the effect of cuts on the bb̄ invariant mass (missing mass exper-
imentally) distribution. We shall impose cuts in order not to loose too much Higgs signal.
In Fig. 28 we show the results for several scenarios (cuts). Here we omit the Z0 contribution
and concentrate solely on the Higgs signal. In the left upper corner we show result with
the cut only on quark and antiquark rapidities (the square in Fig. 24) i.e. not making use
of the whole coverage of the main LHC detectors. The signal is now above the diffractive
background. We also show, by the thin dashed line, the photon-photon background which is
only slightly smaller than the diffractive one. In the upper right corner we show the result
for the cut on the quark and antiquark rapidity difference (see parallel thick solid lines in
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Large irreducible backgrounds

Higgs CEP was proven to be hardly feasible at the LHC…

‘Durham Model’ of Central Exclusive Production
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‘Durham Model’ of central exclusive production

• The generic process pp → p + X + p is modeled perturbatively by the
exchange of two t-channel gluons.

• The use of pQCD is justified by the presence of a hard scale ∼ MX/2.
This ensures an infrared stable result via the Sudakov factor: the
probability of no additional perturbative emission from the hard process.

• The possibility of additional soft
rescatterings filling the rapidity
gaps is encoded in the ‘eikonal’
and ‘enhanced’ survival factors,
S2

eik and S2
enh.

• In the limit that the outgoing
protons scatter at zero angle, the
centrally produced state X must
have JP

Z = 0+ quantum numbers.
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‘Durham Model’ of central exclusive production

• The generic process pp → p + X + p is modeled perturbatively by the
exchange of two t-channel gluons.

• The use of pQCD is justified by the presence of a hard scale ∼ MX/2.
This ensures an infrared stable result via the Sudakov factor: the
probability of no additional perturbative emission from the hard process.

• The possibility of additional soft
rescatterings filling the rapidity
gaps is encoded in the ‘eikonal’
and ‘enhanced’ survival factors,
S2

eik and S2
enh.
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‘Durham Model’ of central exclusive production

• The generic process pp → p + X + p is modeled perturbatively by the
exchange of two t-channel gluons.

• The use of pQCD is justified by the presence of a hard scale ∼ MX/2.
This ensures an infrared stable result via the Sudakov factor: the
probability of no additional perturbative emission from the hard process.

• The possibility of additional soft
rescatterings filling the rapidity
gaps is encoded in the ‘eikonal’
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New Monte Carlo implementation

• Dijet production previously implemented in Exhume and FPMC

• However, there have been a number of theoretical developments:

‣ Correct inclusion of Sudakov factor
‣ Consistent treatment of ‘skewed’ gluon PDFs
‣ Latest model of soft survival effects
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I. INTRODUCTION

Exclusive dijet production in p̄p collisions is a process
in which both the antiproton and proton escape the in-
teraction point intact and a two-jet system is centrally
produced:

p̄ + p → p̄′ + (jet1 + jet2) + p′. (1)

This process is a particular case of dijet production in
double Pomeron exchange (DPE), a diffractive process in
which the antiproton and proton suffer a small fractional
momentum loss, and a system X containing the jets is
produced,

p̄ + p → [p̄′ + IPp̄] + [p′ + IPp] → p̄′ + X + p′, (2)

where IP designates a Pomeron, defined as an exchange
consisting of a colorless combination of gluons and/or
quarks carrying the quantum numbers of the vacuum.

In a particle-like Pomeron picture (e.g. see [1]), the
system X may be thought of as being produced by the
collision of two Pomerons, IPp̄ and IPp,

IPp̄ + IPp → X ⇒ YIP/p̄ + (jet1 + jet2) + YIP/p, (3)

where in addition to the jets the final state generally con-
tains Pomeron remnants designated by YIP/p̄ and YIP/p.
Dijet production in DPE is a sub-process to dijet produc-
tion in single diffraction (SD) dissociation, where only the
antiproton (proton) survives while the proton (antipro-
ton) dissociates. Schematic diagrams for SD and DPE
dijet production are shown in Fig. 1 along with event
topologies in pseudorapidity space (from Ref. [2]). In
SD, the escaping p̄ is adjacent to a rapidity gap, defined
as a region of pseudorapidity devoid of particles [3]. A
rapidity gap arises because the Pomeron exchanged in a
diffractive process is a colorless object of effective spin
J ≥ 1 and carries the quantum numbers of the vacuum.
In DPE, two such rapidity gaps are present.

Dijet production in DPE may occur as an exclusive
process [4] with only the jets in the final state and no
Pomeron remnants, either due to a fluctuation of the
Pomeron remnants down to zero or with a much higher
cross section in models in which the Pomeron is treated
as a parton and the dijet system is produced in a 2 → 2
process analogous to γγ → jet + jet [5].

In a special case exclusive dijets may be produced
through an intermediate state of a Higgs boson decay-
ing into b̄b:

IPp̄ + IPp → H0 → (b̄ → jet1) + (b → jet2). (4)
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FIG. 1: Illustration of event topologies in pseudorapidity,
η, and associated Pomeron exchange diagrams for dijet pro-
duction in (a) single diffraction and (b) double Pomeron ex-
change. The shaded areas on the left side represent “underly-
ing event” particles not associated with the jets [from Ref. [2]].
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FIG. 2: Leading order diagrams for (a) exclusive dijet and
(b) exclusive Higgs boson production in p̄p collisions.

Exclusive production may also occur through a t-
channel color-singlet two gluon exchange at leading order
(LO) in perturbative quantum chromo-dynamics (QCD),
as shown schematically in Fig. 2 (a), where one of the two
gluons takes part in the hard scattering that produces the
jets, while the other neutralizes the color flow [6]. A simi-
lar diagram, Fig. 2 (b), is used in [6] to calculate exclusive
Higgs boson production.

Exclusive dijet production has never previously been
observed in hadronic collisions. In addition to providing
information on QCD aspects of vacuum quantum num-
ber exchange, there is currently intense interest in using
measured exclusive dijet production cross sections to cal-
ibrate theoretical predictions for exclusive Higgs boson
production at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Such
predictions are generally hampered by large uncertain-
ties due to non-perturbative suppression effects associ-
ated with the rapidity gap survival probability. As these
effects are common to exclusive dijet and Higgs boson
production mechanisms, dijet production potentially pro-
vides a “standard candle” process against which to cali-
brate the theoretical models [6, 7].

In Run I (1992-96) of the Fermilab Tevatron p̄p col-
lider operating at 1.8 TeV, the Collider Detector at Fer-
milab (CDF) collaboration made the first observation of
dijet production by DPE) [2] using an inclusive sample
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Exclusive dijet production in p̄p collisions is a process
in which both the antiproton and proton escape the in-
teraction point intact and a two-jet system is centrally
produced:

p̄ + p → p̄′ + (jet1 + jet2) + p′. (1)

This process is a particular case of dijet production in
double Pomeron exchange (DPE), a diffractive process in
which the antiproton and proton suffer a small fractional
momentum loss, and a system X containing the jets is
produced,

p̄ + p → [p̄′ + IPp̄] + [p′ + IPp] → p̄′ + X + p′, (2)

where IP designates a Pomeron, defined as an exchange
consisting of a colorless combination of gluons and/or
quarks carrying the quantum numbers of the vacuum.

In a particle-like Pomeron picture (e.g. see [1]), the
system X may be thought of as being produced by the
collision of two Pomerons, IPp̄ and IPp,

IPp̄ + IPp → X ⇒ YIP/p̄ + (jet1 + jet2) + YIP/p, (3)

where in addition to the jets the final state generally con-
tains Pomeron remnants designated by YIP/p̄ and YIP/p.
Dijet production in DPE is a sub-process to dijet produc-
tion in single diffraction (SD) dissociation, where only the
antiproton (proton) survives while the proton (antipro-
ton) dissociates. Schematic diagrams for SD and DPE
dijet production are shown in Fig. 1 along with event
topologies in pseudorapidity space (from Ref. [2]). In
SD, the escaping p̄ is adjacent to a rapidity gap, defined
as a region of pseudorapidity devoid of particles [3]. A
rapidity gap arises because the Pomeron exchanged in a
diffractive process is a colorless object of effective spin
J ≥ 1 and carries the quantum numbers of the vacuum.
In DPE, two such rapidity gaps are present.

Dijet production in DPE may occur as an exclusive
process [4] with only the jets in the final state and no
Pomeron remnants, either due to a fluctuation of the
Pomeron remnants down to zero or with a much higher
cross section in models in which the Pomeron is treated
as a parton and the dijet system is produced in a 2 → 2
process analogous to γγ → jet + jet [5].

In a special case exclusive dijets may be produced
through an intermediate state of a Higgs boson decay-
ing into b̄b:

IPp̄ + IPp → H0 → (b̄ → jet1) + (b → jet2). (4)
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Exclusive production may also occur through a t-
channel color-singlet two gluon exchange at leading order
(LO) in perturbative quantum chromo-dynamics (QCD),
as shown schematically in Fig. 2 (a), where one of the two
gluons takes part in the hard scattering that produces the
jets, while the other neutralizes the color flow [6]. A simi-
lar diagram, Fig. 2 (b), is used in [6] to calculate exclusive
Higgs boson production.

Exclusive dijet production has never previously been
observed in hadronic collisions. In addition to providing
information on QCD aspects of vacuum quantum num-
ber exchange, there is currently intense interest in using
measured exclusive dijet production cross sections to cal-
ibrate theoretical predictions for exclusive Higgs boson
production at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Such
predictions are generally hampered by large uncertain-
ties due to non-perturbative suppression effects associ-
ated with the rapidity gap survival probability. As these
effects are common to exclusive dijet and Higgs boson
production mechanisms, dijet production potentially pro-
vides a “standard candle” process against which to cali-
brate the theoretical models [6, 7].

In Run I (1992-96) of the Fermilab Tevatron p̄p col-
lider operating at 1.8 TeV, the Collider Detector at Fer-
milab (CDF) collaboration made the first observation of
dijet production by DPE) [2] using an inclusive sample
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Exclusive dijet production in p̄p collisions is a process
in which both the antiproton and proton escape the in-
teraction point intact and a two-jet system is centrally
produced:

p̄ + p → p̄′ + (jet1 + jet2) + p′. (1)

This process is a particular case of dijet production in
double Pomeron exchange (DPE), a diffractive process in
which the antiproton and proton suffer a small fractional
momentum loss, and a system X containing the jets is
produced,

p̄ + p → [p̄′ + IPp̄] + [p′ + IPp] → p̄′ + X + p′, (2)

where IP designates a Pomeron, defined as an exchange
consisting of a colorless combination of gluons and/or
quarks carrying the quantum numbers of the vacuum.

In a particle-like Pomeron picture (e.g. see [1]), the
system X may be thought of as being produced by the
collision of two Pomerons, IPp̄ and IPp,

IPp̄ + IPp → X ⇒ YIP/p̄ + (jet1 + jet2) + YIP/p, (3)

where in addition to the jets the final state generally con-
tains Pomeron remnants designated by YIP/p̄ and YIP/p.
Dijet production in DPE is a sub-process to dijet produc-
tion in single diffraction (SD) dissociation, where only the
antiproton (proton) survives while the proton (antipro-
ton) dissociates. Schematic diagrams for SD and DPE
dijet production are shown in Fig. 1 along with event
topologies in pseudorapidity space (from Ref. [2]). In
SD, the escaping p̄ is adjacent to a rapidity gap, defined
as a region of pseudorapidity devoid of particles [3]. A
rapidity gap arises because the Pomeron exchanged in a
diffractive process is a colorless object of effective spin
J ≥ 1 and carries the quantum numbers of the vacuum.
In DPE, two such rapidity gaps are present.

Dijet production in DPE may occur as an exclusive
process [4] with only the jets in the final state and no
Pomeron remnants, either due to a fluctuation of the
Pomeron remnants down to zero or with a much higher
cross section in models in which the Pomeron is treated
as a parton and the dijet system is produced in a 2 → 2
process analogous to γγ → jet + jet [5].

In a special case exclusive dijets may be produced
through an intermediate state of a Higgs boson decay-
ing into b̄b:

IPp̄ + IPp → H0 → (b̄ → jet1) + (b → jet2). (4)
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(b) exclusive Higgs boson production in p̄p collisions.

Exclusive production may also occur through a t-
channel color-singlet two gluon exchange at leading order
(LO) in perturbative quantum chromo-dynamics (QCD),
as shown schematically in Fig. 2 (a), where one of the two
gluons takes part in the hard scattering that produces the
jets, while the other neutralizes the color flow [6]. A simi-
lar diagram, Fig. 2 (b), is used in [6] to calculate exclusive
Higgs boson production.

Exclusive dijet production has never previously been
observed in hadronic collisions. In addition to providing
information on QCD aspects of vacuum quantum num-
ber exchange, there is currently intense interest in using
measured exclusive dijet production cross sections to cal-
ibrate theoretical predictions for exclusive Higgs boson
production at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Such
predictions are generally hampered by large uncertain-
ties due to non-perturbative suppression effects associ-
ated with the rapidity gap survival probability. As these
effects are common to exclusive dijet and Higgs boson
production mechanisms, dijet production potentially pro-
vides a “standard candle” process against which to cali-
brate the theoretical models [6, 7].

In Run I (1992-96) of the Fermilab Tevatron p̄p col-
lider operating at 1.8 TeV, the Collider Detector at Fer-
milab (CDF) collaboration made the first observation of
dijet production by DPE) [2] using an inclusive sample
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Exclusive dijet production in p̄p collisions is a process
in which both the antiproton and proton escape the in-
teraction point intact and a two-jet system is centrally
produced:

p̄ + p → p̄′ + (jet1 + jet2) + p′. (1)

This process is a particular case of dijet production in
double Pomeron exchange (DPE), a diffractive process in
which the antiproton and proton suffer a small fractional
momentum loss, and a system X containing the jets is
produced,

p̄ + p → [p̄′ + IPp̄] + [p′ + IPp] → p̄′ + X + p′, (2)

where IP designates a Pomeron, defined as an exchange
consisting of a colorless combination of gluons and/or
quarks carrying the quantum numbers of the vacuum.

In a particle-like Pomeron picture (e.g. see [1]), the
system X may be thought of as being produced by the
collision of two Pomerons, IPp̄ and IPp,

IPp̄ + IPp → X ⇒ YIP/p̄ + (jet1 + jet2) + YIP/p, (3)

where in addition to the jets the final state generally con-
tains Pomeron remnants designated by YIP/p̄ and YIP/p.
Dijet production in DPE is a sub-process to dijet produc-
tion in single diffraction (SD) dissociation, where only the
antiproton (proton) survives while the proton (antipro-
ton) dissociates. Schematic diagrams for SD and DPE
dijet production are shown in Fig. 1 along with event
topologies in pseudorapidity space (from Ref. [2]). In
SD, the escaping p̄ is adjacent to a rapidity gap, defined
as a region of pseudorapidity devoid of particles [3]. A
rapidity gap arises because the Pomeron exchanged in a
diffractive process is a colorless object of effective spin
J ≥ 1 and carries the quantum numbers of the vacuum.
In DPE, two such rapidity gaps are present.

Dijet production in DPE may occur as an exclusive
process [4] with only the jets in the final state and no
Pomeron remnants, either due to a fluctuation of the
Pomeron remnants down to zero or with a much higher
cross section in models in which the Pomeron is treated
as a parton and the dijet system is produced in a 2 → 2
process analogous to γγ → jet + jet [5].

In a special case exclusive dijets may be produced
through an intermediate state of a Higgs boson decay-
ing into b̄b:

IPp̄ + IPp → H0 → (b̄ → jet1) + (b → jet2). (4)
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Exclusive production may also occur through a t-
channel color-singlet two gluon exchange at leading order
(LO) in perturbative quantum chromo-dynamics (QCD),
as shown schematically in Fig. 2 (a), where one of the two
gluons takes part in the hard scattering that produces the
jets, while the other neutralizes the color flow [6]. A simi-
lar diagram, Fig. 2 (b), is used in [6] to calculate exclusive
Higgs boson production.

Exclusive dijet production has never previously been
observed in hadronic collisions. In addition to providing
information on QCD aspects of vacuum quantum num-
ber exchange, there is currently intense interest in using
measured exclusive dijet production cross sections to cal-
ibrate theoretical predictions for exclusive Higgs boson
production at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Such
predictions are generally hampered by large uncertain-
ties due to non-perturbative suppression effects associ-
ated with the rapidity gap survival probability. As these
effects are common to exclusive dijet and Higgs boson
production mechanisms, dijet production potentially pro-
vides a “standard candle” process against which to cali-
brate the theoretical models [6, 7].

In Run I (1992-96) of the Fermilab Tevatron p̄p col-
lider operating at 1.8 TeV, the Collider Detector at Fer-
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Exclusive dijet production in p̄p collisions is a process
in which both the antiproton and proton escape the in-
teraction point intact and a two-jet system is centrally
produced:

p̄ + p → p̄′ + (jet1 + jet2) + p′. (1)

This process is a particular case of dijet production in
double Pomeron exchange (DPE), a diffractive process in
which the antiproton and proton suffer a small fractional
momentum loss, and a system X containing the jets is
produced,
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where IP designates a Pomeron, defined as an exchange
consisting of a colorless combination of gluons and/or
quarks carrying the quantum numbers of the vacuum.

In a particle-like Pomeron picture (e.g. see [1]), the
system X may be thought of as being produced by the
collision of two Pomerons, IPp̄ and IPp,

IPp̄ + IPp → X ⇒ YIP/p̄ + (jet1 + jet2) + YIP/p, (3)

where in addition to the jets the final state generally con-
tains Pomeron remnants designated by YIP/p̄ and YIP/p.
Dijet production in DPE is a sub-process to dijet produc-
tion in single diffraction (SD) dissociation, where only the
antiproton (proton) survives while the proton (antipro-
ton) dissociates. Schematic diagrams for SD and DPE
dijet production are shown in Fig. 1 along with event
topologies in pseudorapidity space (from Ref. [2]). In
SD, the escaping p̄ is adjacent to a rapidity gap, defined
as a region of pseudorapidity devoid of particles [3]. A
rapidity gap arises because the Pomeron exchanged in a
diffractive process is a colorless object of effective spin
J ≥ 1 and carries the quantum numbers of the vacuum.
In DPE, two such rapidity gaps are present.

Dijet production in DPE may occur as an exclusive
process [4] with only the jets in the final state and no
Pomeron remnants, either due to a fluctuation of the
Pomeron remnants down to zero or with a much higher
cross section in models in which the Pomeron is treated
as a parton and the dijet system is produced in a 2 → 2
process analogous to γγ → jet + jet [5].

In a special case exclusive dijets may be produced
through an intermediate state of a Higgs boson decay-
ing into b̄b:

IPp̄ + IPp → H0 → (b̄ → jet1) + (b → jet2). (4)
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FIG. 1: Illustration of event topologies in pseudorapidity,
η, and associated Pomeron exchange diagrams for dijet pro-
duction in (a) single diffraction and (b) double Pomeron ex-
change. The shaded areas on the left side represent “underly-
ing event” particles not associated with the jets [from Ref. [2]].
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FIG. 2: Leading order diagrams for (a) exclusive dijet and
(b) exclusive Higgs boson production in p̄p collisions.

Exclusive production may also occur through a t-
channel color-singlet two gluon exchange at leading order
(LO) in perturbative quantum chromo-dynamics (QCD),
as shown schematically in Fig. 2 (a), where one of the two
gluons takes part in the hard scattering that produces the
jets, while the other neutralizes the color flow [6]. A simi-
lar diagram, Fig. 2 (b), is used in [6] to calculate exclusive
Higgs boson production.

Exclusive dijet production has never previously been
observed in hadronic collisions. In addition to providing
information on QCD aspects of vacuum quantum num-
ber exchange, there is currently intense interest in using
measured exclusive dijet production cross sections to cal-
ibrate theoretical predictions for exclusive Higgs boson
production at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Such
predictions are generally hampered by large uncertain-
ties due to non-perturbative suppression effects associ-
ated with the rapidity gap survival probability. As these
effects are common to exclusive dijet and Higgs boson
production mechanisms, dijet production potentially pro-
vides a “standard candle” process against which to cali-
brate the theoretical models [6, 7].

In Run I (1992-96) of the Fermilab Tevatron p̄p col-
lider operating at 1.8 TeV, the Collider Detector at Fer-
milab (CDF) collaboration made the first observation of
dijet production by DPE) [2] using an inclusive sample

Boonekamp et al.arXiv:1102.2531J. Monk and A. Pilkington, Comput.Phys.Commun. 175 (2006) 232

New Monte Carlo implementation

• Dijet production previously implemented in Exhume and FPMC

• However, there have been a number of theoretical developments:

‣ Correct inclusion of Sudakov factor
‣ Consistent treatment of ‘skewed’ gluon PDFs
‣ Latest model of soft survival effects
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Correct limit          on      integration:
T.D. Coughlin and J.R. Forshaw, JHEP 1001 (2010) 121

         factor dependent on gluon         
LHL, Phys. Rev. D88 (2013) 034029

As in V.A. Khoze, A.D. Martin, M.G. Ryskin, 
Eur.Phys.J. C73 (2013) 2503
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I. INTRODUCTION

Exclusive dijet production in p̄p collisions is a process
in which both the antiproton and proton escape the in-
teraction point intact and a two-jet system is centrally
produced:

p̄ + p → p̄′ + (jet1 + jet2) + p′. (1)

This process is a particular case of dijet production in
double Pomeron exchange (DPE), a diffractive process in
which the antiproton and proton suffer a small fractional
momentum loss, and a system X containing the jets is
produced,

p̄ + p → [p̄′ + IPp̄] + [p′ + IPp] → p̄′ + X + p′, (2)

where IP designates a Pomeron, defined as an exchange
consisting of a colorless combination of gluons and/or
quarks carrying the quantum numbers of the vacuum.

In a particle-like Pomeron picture (e.g. see [1]), the
system X may be thought of as being produced by the
collision of two Pomerons, IPp̄ and IPp,

IPp̄ + IPp → X ⇒ YIP/p̄ + (jet1 + jet2) + YIP/p, (3)

where in addition to the jets the final state generally con-
tains Pomeron remnants designated by YIP/p̄ and YIP/p.
Dijet production in DPE is a sub-process to dijet produc-
tion in single diffraction (SD) dissociation, where only the
antiproton (proton) survives while the proton (antipro-
ton) dissociates. Schematic diagrams for SD and DPE
dijet production are shown in Fig. 1 along with event
topologies in pseudorapidity space (from Ref. [2]). In
SD, the escaping p̄ is adjacent to a rapidity gap, defined
as a region of pseudorapidity devoid of particles [3]. A
rapidity gap arises because the Pomeron exchanged in a
diffractive process is a colorless object of effective spin
J ≥ 1 and carries the quantum numbers of the vacuum.
In DPE, two such rapidity gaps are present.

Dijet production in DPE may occur as an exclusive
process [4] with only the jets in the final state and no
Pomeron remnants, either due to a fluctuation of the
Pomeron remnants down to zero or with a much higher
cross section in models in which the Pomeron is treated
as a parton and the dijet system is produced in a 2 → 2
process analogous to γγ → jet + jet [5].

In a special case exclusive dijets may be produced
through an intermediate state of a Higgs boson decay-
ing into b̄b:

IPp̄ + IPp → H0 → (b̄ → jet1) + (b → jet2). (4)
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duction in (a) single diffraction and (b) double Pomeron ex-
change. The shaded areas on the left side represent “underly-
ing event” particles not associated with the jets [from Ref. [2]].
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FIG. 2: Leading order diagrams for (a) exclusive dijet and
(b) exclusive Higgs boson production in p̄p collisions.

Exclusive production may also occur through a t-
channel color-singlet two gluon exchange at leading order
(LO) in perturbative quantum chromo-dynamics (QCD),
as shown schematically in Fig. 2 (a), where one of the two
gluons takes part in the hard scattering that produces the
jets, while the other neutralizes the color flow [6]. A simi-
lar diagram, Fig. 2 (b), is used in [6] to calculate exclusive
Higgs boson production.

Exclusive dijet production has never previously been
observed in hadronic collisions. In addition to providing
information on QCD aspects of vacuum quantum num-
ber exchange, there is currently intense interest in using
measured exclusive dijet production cross sections to cal-
ibrate theoretical predictions for exclusive Higgs boson
production at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Such
predictions are generally hampered by large uncertain-
ties due to non-perturbative suppression effects associ-
ated with the rapidity gap survival probability. As these
effects are common to exclusive dijet and Higgs boson
production mechanisms, dijet production potentially pro-
vides a “standard candle” process against which to cali-
brate the theoretical models [6, 7].

In Run I (1992-96) of the Fermilab Tevatron p̄p col-
lider operating at 1.8 TeV, the Collider Detector at Fer-
milab (CDF) collaboration made the first observation of
dijet production by DPE) [2] using an inclusive sample
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More exclusive/diffractive reactions…

Nevertheless, CDF has succeeded in measuring exclusive ��, �c and dijet production, and we

discuss each of these in turn. We also discuss exclusive �� ! e+e�, µ+µ� and �IP ! J/ , 0(2S),

which was recently seen for the first time in hadron-hadron collisions. Apart from the dijet study, the

forward p̄ could not be detected, as the Roman pots (only on the p̄ side) did not have acceptance for

low MX . The analyses instead relied on finding events that contain just the state X in conjunction

with an otherwise empty (i.e. consistent with noise levels) detector. The miniplug calorimeters and

BSC counters, which have coverage out to |⌘| = 7.4, were crucial for this exclusivity requirement

(the BSC was used as a veto in the trigger).

Firstly we shall discuss the exclusive �� search [143], which was combined with a CEP

e+e� search [144], as the trigger (and most of the analysis) is identical. Only in the final step was

the central tracking used to separate 16 e+e� events from three with electromagnetic showers with

ET > 5 GeV and no tracks. In all cases the showers had �� ⇠ ⇡ and
P ~ET small, and the e+e�

events agreed with the precise QED expectation, providing a good control for the �� candidates.
The gap survival probability is not an issue for the QED events; the impact parameter is large and

S2 ⇠ 1. Also, the balance in ET and �� should make it possible to find QED events (especially

µ+µ�) in the presence of pile-up; this is now being studied in CDF. Background, e.g. from ⇡0⇡0

in the �� candidate sample, could not be quantitively assessed a priori, but two of the events had
narrow single showers on each side and were very unlikely to be background. The prediction using

the Durham model [142] is shown in Fig. 9. The prediction of 36⇥3

÷3

fb for ET (�) > 5 GeV and

|⌘(�)| < 1 would give 0.8+1.6
�0.5 events, and the CDF data are in good agreement with this. The two

events correspond to ⇠ 10�12 ⇥ �
inel

, showing that it is possible to find even very rare exclusive

events. More CDF data has been taken with a lower threshold ET (�) > 2.5 GeV, and there are

plans to search for exclusive �� events at the LHC.
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Figure 10: Feynman diagrams for processes contributing to the exclusive di-lepton signal. (a)
�� ! l+l�, (b) �IP ! J/ , (2S), Z0, and (c) IPIP ! �c0.

In addition to the exclusive �� search, CDF also studied the production of lepton pairs

(e+e�, µ+µ�), either in association with no other particles or with one additional photon. Such

exclusive leptons may be produced through several mechanisms, as shown in Fig. 10. We begin by

discussing µ+µ� production at low M(µ+µ�), for which CDF used an exclusive di-muon trigger

in the mass range M(µ+µ�) 2 [3.0, 4.0] GeV/c2 and |⌘µ| < 0.6. The mass range was limited to

M(µ+µ�) > 3 GeV/c2, as below pT = 1.5 GeV/c muons range out in the calorimeters.

Photoproduction of a vector meson, shown in Fig. 10(b), is one source of exclusive muon

pairs in both ep and pp(p̄) collisions. The predictions for the pp̄ process are closely related to those

for the ep process, bearing in mind the di↵ering soft survival factors, S2(pp̄) < S2(ep). CDF recently
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Examples of typical 
exclusive reactions 

studied so far…

Example: Diffractive di-jet at the LHC

many covered in 
SuperChic and  
FPMC Monte 

Carlo generators

ξ
∼

-310 -210

b)
µ (ξ∼

/d jj
σd

-110

1

10

DATA
PYTHIA6 Z2 ND
PYTHIA8 tune1 ND
POMPYT CTEQ6L1 & H1 Fit B
POMWIG CTEQ6L1 & H1 Fit B
PYTHIA8 SD+DD
POWHEG+PYTHIA8 CTEQ6M & H1 Fit B

 > 20 GeV  j1,j2

T
| < 4.4,  pj1,j2η,  |2 jet1jet→, pp-1=7 TeV, L = 2.7 nbsCMS,  

Example: Diffractive di-jets at Tevatron

Rapidity gap between a pair of jets observed in pp̄ at Tevatron

Large mom.transfer |t| across gap
) hard pert. QCD exchange
(as opposed to ’normal’ soft diÆraction)

Elastic parton-parton scattering by
hard colour singlet exchange (hard pomeron)

t

x1

x2

ET

ET

High energy limit s/|t|¿ 1 ) amplitude
dominated by terms ª [Æs ln(s/|t|)]n
BFKL equation resums these terms
(with virtual corrections & reggeization of gluons)

Enberg, GI, Motyka

Numerical solution of BFKL eqn.
with non-leading corrections
in Pythia reproduces data

ET -jet

ET and ¢¥ dependences OK
asymptotic Mueller-Tang) wrong ET -dep.

Absolute normalisation OK
correct gap survival probability
with SCI-model that destroy gaps (!)

Provides strong evidence for BFKL dynamics !

G. Ingelman: ‘Hard diÆraction - 20 years later’, Lepton-photon symposium 2005 18
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PRD 87 (2013) 012006

CDF data

S2

Sudakov, S2

dσ/dMjj [pb/GeV],
√
s = 1.96 TeV, parton level

.
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All predictions made with MSTW08LO PDFs, parton level

• Can compare results of the MC with the CDF measurement.
• See clearly how both soft survival effects and Sudakov factor (non-pert. 
and pert. physics) are crucial to describe data.

Preliminary

CDF Collab., Phys.Rev.D77:052004,2008

Soft survival not included, scale 
of Sudakov factor frozen

Soft survival included, scale of 
Sudakov factor frozen

Soft survival included, scale of 
Sudakov factor ⇠ Mjj

Probability to produce colour singlet dijet 
state drops strongly with Mjj

Tevatron cross sections

Exclusive Jet production at the Tevatron
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CDF Collab., Phys.Rev.D77:052004,2008
• Exclusive dijet production measured by CDF in 2008, by D0 in 2011.

• Data compared quite well with Exhume MC implementation of the 
Durham model, giving support to this (perturbative) approach.
• However the MC (and theory) used is not up to date or complete (in 
particular with tagged protons).

! In this talk I will describe new MC, under development, for exclusive 
jets, which can be compared to future LHC measurements.
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FIG. 20: Exclusive dijet cross sections for events with two
jets of Ejet

T > 10 GeV plotted vs. the minimum Ejet
T of

the two jets in the kinematic range denoted in the figures:
(a) total exclusive cross sections compared with ExHuME

and ExclDPE predictions; (b) exclusive cross sections for
events with Rjj > 0.8 compared with ExHuME (solid curve)
and with the LO analytical calculation from Ref. [6] (see also
Ref. [43]) scaled down by a factor of three (dashed lines) - the
shaded area represents uncertainties in the calculation due to
hadronization effects; and (c) the ratio of total exclusive to
inclusive DPE cross sections.

sections for exclusive production of a color-singlet dijet
system of mass M are given by [44]

dσ̂excl

dt
(gg → gg) =

9

4

πα2
s

E4
T

(11)

dσ̂excl

dt
(gg → qq̄) =

πα2
s

6E4
T

m2
q

M2

!

1 −
4m2

q

M2

"

, (12)

where ET is the transverse energy of the final state parton
and mq is the quark mass. The suppression of gg → qq̄ is
due to the factor (m2

q/M
2)(1−4m2

q/M
2), which vanishes

as m2
q/M

2 → 0 (Jz = 0 selection rule [10]). Exclusive
gg → qq̄ contributions are also strongly suppressed in
NLO and NNLO QCD, and in certain higher orders [46].

The predicted exclusive qq̄-dijet suppression offers the
opportunity of searching for an exclusive signal in IDPE
data by comparing the inclusive dijet Rjj shape with that
of data containing identified qq̄ dijets. The presence of
an exclusive dijet signal in the IDPE event sample would
be expected to appear as a suppression in the ratio of qq̄
to inclusive events at high Rjj . This data driven method
avoids the use of MC simulations and can be used to cor-
roborate the MC-based extraction of the exclusive signal
from the inclusive data sample. As many systematic ef-
fects cancel in measuring the ratio, a relatively small qq̄
event sample can provide valuable information.

To ensure quark origin, we select jets from heavy flavor
(HF) b- or c-quarks, identified from secondary vertices
produced from the decay of intermediate B or D mesons
using the SVX II detector. Both b- and c-quark jets are
used, since the suppression mechanism holds for all quark
flavors.

Below, in Sec. VIII A we describe the HF data sample
and event selection requirements, in Sec. VIII B we eval-
uate the HF selection efficiencies and backgrounds, and
in Sec. VIII C we present the HF jet fraction results.

A. Data sample and event selection

The data used in this analysis were collected at a full
rate (no pre-scaling) with a trigger satisfying the same re-
quirements as the DPE trigger, Jet5+RPS+BSC1p, plus
an additional one designed to enhance the HF jet content.
The latter required the presence of at least one track with
transverse momentum pT > 2 GeV/c displaced from the
IP by a distance d of 0.1 < d < 1.0 mm, where d is the
distance of closest approach of the track to the IP [47].
The total integrated luminosity of this data sample is
200 ± 12 pb−1.

Jets are reconstructed using a CDF Run I based iter-
ative cone algorithm [48] with an η-φ cone of radius 0.4.
The secvtx tagging algorithm is used to search for a
displaced secondary vertex due to a B or D meson de-
cay within a jet cone. This algorithm seeks tracks with
hits in the SVX II within the jet cone, and reconstructs
the secondary vertex from those which are significantly

D0 collab. Phys.Lett. B705 (2011) 193

CMS + TOTEM...
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FIG. 20: Exclusive dijet cross sections for events with two
jets of Ejet

T > 10 GeV plotted vs. the minimum Ejet
T of

the two jets in the kinematic range denoted in the figures:
(a) total exclusive cross sections compared with ExHuME

and ExclDPE predictions; (b) exclusive cross sections for
events with Rjj > 0.8 compared with ExHuME (solid curve)
and with the LO analytical calculation from Ref. [6] (see also
Ref. [43]) scaled down by a factor of three (dashed lines) - the
shaded area represents uncertainties in the calculation due to
hadronization effects; and (c) the ratio of total exclusive to
inclusive DPE cross sections.

sections for exclusive production of a color-singlet dijet
system of mass M are given by [44]

dσ̂excl

dt
(gg → gg) =
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(gg → qq̄) =
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where ET is the transverse energy of the final state parton
and mq is the quark mass. The suppression of gg → qq̄ is
due to the factor (m2

q/M
2)(1−4m2

q/M
2), which vanishes

as m2
q/M

2 → 0 (Jz = 0 selection rule [10]). Exclusive
gg → qq̄ contributions are also strongly suppressed in
NLO and NNLO QCD, and in certain higher orders [46].

The predicted exclusive qq̄-dijet suppression offers the
opportunity of searching for an exclusive signal in IDPE
data by comparing the inclusive dijet Rjj shape with that
of data containing identified qq̄ dijets. The presence of
an exclusive dijet signal in the IDPE event sample would
be expected to appear as a suppression in the ratio of qq̄
to inclusive events at high Rjj . This data driven method
avoids the use of MC simulations and can be used to cor-
roborate the MC-based extraction of the exclusive signal
from the inclusive data sample. As many systematic ef-
fects cancel in measuring the ratio, a relatively small qq̄
event sample can provide valuable information.

To ensure quark origin, we select jets from heavy flavor
(HF) b- or c-quarks, identified from secondary vertices
produced from the decay of intermediate B or D mesons
using the SVX II detector. Both b- and c-quark jets are
used, since the suppression mechanism holds for all quark
flavors.

Below, in Sec. VIII A we describe the HF data sample
and event selection requirements, in Sec. VIII B we eval-
uate the HF selection efficiencies and backgrounds, and
in Sec. VIII C we present the HF jet fraction results.

A. Data sample and event selection

The data used in this analysis were collected at a full
rate (no pre-scaling) with a trigger satisfying the same re-
quirements as the DPE trigger, Jet5+RPS+BSC1p, plus
an additional one designed to enhance the HF jet content.
The latter required the presence of at least one track with
transverse momentum pT > 2 GeV/c displaced from the
IP by a distance d of 0.1 < d < 1.0 mm, where d is the
distance of closest approach of the track to the IP [47].
The total integrated luminosity of this data sample is
200 ± 12 pb−1.

Jets are reconstructed using a CDF Run I based iter-
ative cone algorithm [48] with an η-φ cone of radius 0.4.
The secvtx tagging algorithm is used to search for a
displaced secondary vertex due to a B or D meson de-
cay within a jet cone. This algorithm seeks tracks with
hits in the SVX II within the jet cone, and reconstructs
the secondary vertex from those which are significantly
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FIG. 5: Cross sections for central exclusive associated H+W− production at
√
s = 14 TeV at the LHC for points in the

parameter scan.

done here, where we specialize to light H±. The CP-odd
Higgs mass, shown in Fig. 5(d), on the other hand, is pre-
ferred to be between 100 GeV and 250 GeV. For higher
masses, the theoretical constraints on the Higgs poten-
tial become important and reduce the available parame-
ter space. The drop in cross sections below 100 GeV is
reflected in Fig. 5(a), where the structure at σ ∼ 10−2 fb
at small sin(β − α) corresponds to lower mA0 .
To summarize the parameter scans, there are regions of

parameter space of our selected prototype model where
the cross sections are large enough to conceivably allow
detection at the LHC.

VI. DETECTION PROSPECTS,
BACKGROUNDS

Experimentally, CEP will be searched for in high lumi-
nosity running at LHC with the help of forward proton
detectors. We only consider the LHC at 14 TeV, since

the luminosity at 7 TeV will not be large enough. One
might expect that detection at high luminosity would be
complicated by pile-up, but it has been shown that, at
least for H → bb̄, this problem can be overcome through
careful cuts and vertex reconstruction [33]. Pile-up can
also be reduced by timing measurements of the forward
protons [5].

The mass reconstruction of the central system is effec-
tive regardless of the decay channels of the central sys-
tem. Since only forward, small angle scattering is con-
sidered, the outgoing protons will have small transverse
momenta, so that also the centrally produced system has
a small transverse momentum. The charged Higgs and
the W boson will therefore be more or less back-to-back.
Since we are interested in higher masses of the central
system than the canonical 120 GeV, the suggested for-
ward detectors at 220 m in addition to the ones at 420 m
would increase the acceptance [34].

The main decay channels of a light charged Higgs bo-
son (light meaning lighter than the top quark) in the type

charged Higgs+W CEP
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order box-induced contributions – the QCD (Durham) diffractive mechanism via gg → γγ
shown in Fig. 4 (left) and the QED (light-by-light) scattering mechanism γγ → γγ shown
in Fig. 4 (right). Below, we discuss both of them in detail.

p1

p2 p′2

p′1

q0

q1

q2 γ

γ

γ

γ
γ

γ

u, d

FIG. 4: Irreducible non-resonant background processes for the central exclusive technipion π̃0 →
γγ production in pp collisions at the LHC: the QCD diffractive γγ pair production (left) and

the QED-initiated γγ pair production (right). In the latter case, only a part of contributions
corresponding to quark boxes is shown here for illustration while in actual calculations the full set
of SM contributions including quark, lepton and W boson loops is taken into account.

A. Durham QCD mechanism

A schematic diagram for central exclusive production of γγ pairs in proton-proton scat-
tering pp → p(γγ)p with relevant kinematics notations is shown in Fig. 4 (left). In what
follows, we use the standard theoretical description of CEP processes developed by the
Durham group for the exclusive production of Higgs boson in Ref. [3]. The details of the
kinematics for the central exclusive production processes can be found e.g. in Ref. [1]. Here
we only sketch basic notations used in our calculations, which are similar to those in our
previous paper on the central exclusive production of W+W− pairs [8].

The momenta of intermediate gluons are given by Sudakov decomposition in terms of the
incoming proton four-momenta p1,2

q1 = x1p1 + q1⊥, q2 = x2p2 + q2⊥, 0 < x1,2 < 1,

q0 = x′p1 − x′p2 + q0⊥ ≃ q0⊥, x′ ≪ x1,2, (6.1)

where x1,2, x′ are the longitudinal momentum fractions for active (fusing) and color screening
gluons, respectively, such that q2⊥ ≃ −|q⊥|2.

The QCD factorisation of the process at the hard scale µF is provided by the large
invariant mass of the γγ pair Mγγ , i.e.

µ2
F ≡ s x1x2 ≃ M2

γγ . (6.2)

It is convenient to introduce the Sudakov expansion for photon momenta as follows

k3 = x+
1 p1 + x+

2 p2 + k3⊥, k4 = x−
1 p1 + x−

2 p2 + k4⊥ (6.3)

leading to

x1,2 = x+
1,2 + x−

1,2, x+
1,2 =

|k3,4⊥|√
s

e±y3 , x−
1,2 =

|k3,4⊥|√
s

e±y4 (6.4)
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present analysis we concentrate on the search for technipion so we ignore effects beyond the
Standard Model as far as the background is considered.

VII. RESULTS

Before discussing results for exclusive production of neutral technipion, we would like
to summarize the inclusive π̃0 production in association with two forward jets. In Fig. 6
we show the total inclusive cross section as a function of technipion (left) and techniquark
(right) masses, mπ̃ and MQ̃, respectively, and integrated over the full phase space. The
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FIG. 6: Inclusive π̃0 production cross section in association with two forward jets as a function

of technipion mass (left panel) and as a function of techniquark mass (right panel) for fixed values
of the gtc coupling constant at the nominal LHC energy

√
s = 14 TeV.

calculation was performed in the collinear QCD factorization with hard (parton-level) 2 →
3 subprocess (4.1) including t-channel exchanges of γ and Z0 bosons as illustrated in Fig. 3
(left) (for more details we refer to Ref. [23]). This calculation includes all the light quark and
antiquark flavors in the initial state with respective quark PDFs. As can be seen from Fig. 6
the photon-photon γγ fusion mechanism dominates, while Zγ and ZZ fusion contributions
are always small (suppressed by a large mass of Z boson in propagators). The cross section
for the vector-like TC model parameters and CTEQ5L quark PDFs [41] chosen as indicated
in the figure is of the order of 100 fb.

Now let us look into the parameter dependence of the exclusive production cross section.
This calculation is performed in the same way as the calculation for the exclusive production
of usual pion π0 studied recently by two of us in Ref. [29]. In particular, Fig. 7 shows a
2D map of the full phase space integrated cross section as a function of technipion and
techniquark masses. A kinematical limit mπ̃ = 2MQ̃ is clearly visible. We obtain the cross
section of the order of 1 fb for the same parameters as used in the calculation of the inclusive
cross section. This is about two orders of magnitude less than in the inclusive case. The
signal-to-background ratio, as will be discussed later is, however, more advantageous in the
exclusive case than in the inclusive one.

In Fig. 8 we show one-dimensional dependencies on technipion (left) and techniquark
(middle) masses. These dependencies can be compared to those in Fig. 6. Finally in Fig. 8
(right) we show dependence on technipion mass for fixed ratio of techniquark-to-technipion
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γ

γ γ

γπ̃0

γ

γπ̃0

U, D U, D

FIG. 3: Hadron-level technipion production channels in VBF mechanism and the leading γγ

decay channel: inclusive π̃0,± production in association with two quark jets (left) and the central
exclusive π̃0 production in the γγ fusion (right).

compared to the Higgs boson production rate, which along with extremely narrow technipion
resonance makes it rather hard to study experimentally. So, even light technipions down to
W boson mass may be not excluded yet by LEP II and LHC studies, and the latter point is
an interesting subject for further investigations.

V. EXCLUSIVE TECHNIPION PRODUCTION: THE VBF MECHANISM

Now we consider the central exclusive pp → ppπ̃0 process illustrated in Fig. 3 (right).
Similarly to the inclusive case discussed above, this process is determined by the colorless
VBF subprocess. We take into account only for dominating γγ → π̃0 fusion reaction and
omit γZ → π̃0, Zγ → π̃0 and ZZ → π̃0 subprocesses which turn out to be numerically very
small being suppressed by large masses in propagators. The corresponding matrix element
for the hadron-level 2 → 3 process can be written as:

Mpp→ppπ̃0

λaλb→λ1λ2
= V µ1

λa→λ1

(−igµ1ν1)

t1
Fγγ(MQ, mπ̃)ϵ

ν1ν2αβq1,αq2,β
(−igµ2ν2)

t2
V µ2

λb→λ2
, (5.1)

where the parton-level triangle amplitude Fγγ(MQ, mπ̃) is given by Eq. (3.4), and the vertex
functions Vµ1,2

can be approximated in the spin conserving case relevant at high energies as
follows

V µ1

λa→λ1
≃ F1(t1)ū(λ1)iγ

µ1u(λa) , V µ2

λb→λ2
≃ F1(t2)ū(λ2)iγ

µ2u(λb) , (5.2)

where F1(t) is the electromagnetic proton form factor. The natural limitation for a light
pseudo-Goldstone technipion

mπ̃

2MQ
< 1 (5.3)

is implied. The matrix element specified above is used in a three-body calculation precisely
as for the usual exclusive pion production in the pp → ppπ0 process considered in Ref. [29].

VI. EXCLUSIVE γγ BACKGROUND: QCD VS QED MECHANISMS

In order to estimate the feasibility of exclusive technipion production studies we need to
analyze carefully the exclusive γγ background. There are two basic non-resonant leading
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FIG. 11: Branching fractions of technipion decays into γγ, γZ and ZZ final states as a function
of technipion mass mπ̃ for a fixed value of techniquark mass (left) and as a function of techniquark

mass MQ̃ for a fixed value of technipion mass (right).
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FIG. 12: Distribution in invariant mass of the two-photon system for the Durham QCDmechanism

(black lines) and QED γγ fusion mechanism (blue lines). We present results without cuts (solid
line) and with extra cuts on photon transverse momenta p⊥,γ > 20, 50 GeV (long dashed, dashed
lines, respectively) were imposed for illustration.

for the QED γγ fusion mechanism calculated based upon the parton-model formula (6.11).
At relatively low masses, the Durham mechanism dominates. However, above Mγγ > 200
GeV the photon-photon mechanism takes over. The later is therefore the most important
potential background for the technipion signal if observed in the γγ decay channel. For the
pQCD background we have also shown a result without Sudakov formfactors. As can bee
seen from the figure the Sudakov formfactors strongly damp the cross section, especially at
larger photon-photon invariant masses. Assuming the experimental resolution in invariant
γγ mass of about 5 GeV or so, the background turns out to be by two orders of magnitude
smaller than the corresponding technipion signal for the whole range of vector-like TC model
parameters considered in the present paper. To summarize, the signal-to-background ratio
in exclusive technipion production process is by far better than that in inclusive technipion
production [23]. The latter is clear from comparing the corresponding inclusive γγ back-
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FIG. 7: Exclusive cross section as a 2D function of technipion mass (mπ̃) and techniquark mass

(MQ̃) for a fixed value of gTC = 10.

mass ratio. The latter dependence looks, however, steeper as an artifact of parameter
correlations.

In the exclusive case, the integration in proton transverse momenta requires a special
care. Instead of integration over p1⊥ and p2⊥ we integrate over: ξ1 = log10(p1⊥/1GeV) and
ξ2 = log10(p2⊥/1GeV). The resulting cross section in the auxiliary quantities is shown in
Fig. 9.

Now let us consider some important differential distributions. In Fig. 10 we show a
distribution in technipion rapidity (left panel) and azimuthal angle between outgoing protons
(right panel). The larger the technipion mass the smaller the cross section. The technipions
are produced dominantly at midrapidities as expected.

Up to now we have discussed cross sections and differential distributions for technipion
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Summary: Forward Physics as a QCD laboratory

✓  Definition of diffraction is not unique but understood  

✓  We have seen the Pomeron at work both in soft and hard regimes,  
     as well as in the transition region — marginal agreement with  
     data is achieved despite large uncertainties 

✓  Matching between “soft” DL and “hard” BFKL Pomerons is  
     a big challenge, but there is a progress  

✓  Many theoretical developments in QCD-ish modelling  
     of soft/hard Pomeron  

✓  Diffraction is highly sensitive to small-x/long distance  
     and multiple exchange physics  

✓  Such effects as Regge/diffractive factorisation breaking,  
     fluctuations in hadronisation, color screening  
     need a proper universal treatment 

✓  Further MC development/improvements and measurements  
     are required  

✓  Exclusive diffraction opens up new opportunities for New Physics  
     searches due to reduced backgrounds
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